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Abstract
The work presented here is the implementation of a novel approach in ultrasound reflection
tomography based upon the backprojection of the object's reflectivity function. The data
acquisition process differs from conventional operations in that the points of ultrasonic pulse
inception and that of echo reception are not coincident.
A comparison was made between the imaging capabilities using a single transducer (integration
of the reflectivity function along circles) versus employing multiple transducers (reflectivity
integration along ellipses). In the multiple transducer case, two Panametrics Videoscan
Immersion Transducers (6 MHz bandwidth, peak at 5 MHz) were used to image three 0.76 mm
diameter needles set one diameter apart in a water bath. The receiving transducer was stepped in
a 10 cm diameter horizontal circle around the needles in 22.50 increments.
The new backprojection algorithm shows promising results in its images of the needles and other
objects, cleaning up various image artifacts observed when employing a single transducer. While
it can be theoretically shown that the Rayleigh distance associated with the point spread function
given an optimal pulse is lengthened by a factor of ,pos
1 using multiple transducers (where/
represents the separation angle between transducers), the supplementary data gained with the
second transducer seems to outweigh the poorer theoretical resolution capabilities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
There exists a number of imaging modalities available to help today's clinician in making
clinical assessments as to the integrity of the human body. At the heart of any of these imaging
systems is an external energy source emitting energy into the human body.

The energy's

interaction with the various tissues is examined and used to form images of the different organs.
Information about the internal structure is encoded in the transmitted and reflected radiation.
Two logical methods used to investigate this interaction include examining how the energy
passes through the object and examining how the energy is scattered from the object. These two
basic methods may be generally termed visualization-via-transmission and visualization-viareflection. Traditional radiography uses transmission techniques in forming images from x-rays
while most ultrasound applications use reflection techniques in forming images from ultrasound
pulses.

One of the advantages of ultrasound is the lack of harmful ionization within the patient. The
ultrasound waves are emitted at energy levels that are harmless to both patient and operator.
This low risk of hazard is one of the characteristics which makes ultrasound techniques one of
the most popular modalities in diagnostic medicine.
The following work presents an implementation of ultrasonic reflection tomography using a
variation in echo capture and backprojection techniques from Gudbjartsson, [1992]. In reflection
tomography the reconstruction is based upon the measurement of line integrals of the object's
reflectivity function.

The backprojection of the reflectivity function in this work are along

elliptical lines rather than circular arcs. In the data acquisition process, as an ultrasonic pulse is
emitted from one position, the echoes from the imaged object are received at multiple locations
(multiple receiver positions). Thus for a given receiver position, the locus of all points at the

same distance from the transmitter and receiver is an ellipse. In this manner the line integral of
reflectivity over elliptical arcs is effectively measured in this mode of reflection tomography.

1.1

Historical Background

The origins of ultrasound imaging may be attributed to a number of scientists with varying dates
of invention, including even Lord Rayleigh in the 19th Century. Pohlmann [Pohlmann, 1937]
showed that when small, non-spherical particles were subjected to a longitudinal mechanical
vibration such as acoustic energy, the particles tended to align themselves such that the normal to
their major surfaces became parallel to the wave propagation direction. Initiating the field of
ultrasonic-optical imaging, Pohlmann then created a cell for imaging consisting of tiny diskshaped aluminum particles suspended in a toluene media which he tried to utilize by testing
materials in World War II.

According to Suckling [Suckling, 1957], the first published record of a sonic image was
attributed to Barbieri in 1942 [Barbieri, 1942].

Toepler is given credit for the schlieren

technique of visualizing both sonic and ultrasonic fields in papers he published in 1866 and
1867. Based upon the refraction of light passing through transparent media in which pressure
gradients existed, he made acoustically activated material visible. In Schlieren imaging
[Ensminger, 1988], when density gradients caused by pressure variations in an ultrasonic wave
lie in the path of a light beam, that beam undergoes refraction. Specifically, the medium must
possess a component of refractive index gradient normal to that given beam of light. The
refracted light can be used to form an image of the sound field in two methods:

1. The refracted part of the beam can be interrupted and removed from the field,
leaving the remainder of the field to be focused on an image detector - a ground glass
screen or camera film.

2. The refracted part of the beam may also be directly focused onto the image plane,
eliminating instead, the remainder of the light beam from the image.

The historical development of the ultrasonic pulse-echo flaw detector is uncertain to some
degree. P. Langevin had already devised an ultrasonic depth sounder before 1920. Some fifteen
years later Sokolov developed a similar method for detecting defects in metals, though at that
time electronic pulse techniques were not sufficiently developed to be exploited. In the early
1940's electronic pulse circuitry for radar systems were developed and later incorporated into
ultrasonic applications. The early pioneers included F. A. Firestone in the U.S.A., and D. O.
Sproule in Great Britain. Due to wartime secrecy the exact course of developments is unknown.
Regardless, medical applications for the pulse-echo techniques were developed soon after the
war.

In 1950 Wild used a 15 MHz ultrasonic system developed by the U.S. Navy was used to measure
tissue thickness as well as tissue density change. French, Wild, and Neal showed that cerebral
tumors could be detected with the brain removed from the skull soon after death. In the same
year Ludwig and Struthers validated the use of an echo method for gall-stones detection at
frequencies between 1-5 MHz.

They hypothesized that the method might prove useful for

searching during actual operations.

Wild and Reid were the first to perform differential diagnosis of malignant and benign tumors in
the breast using ultrasonic techniques in 1952.

They analyzed twenty-one 15 MHz A-scans

(echo amplitude and distance scans) of patients with various abnormalities of the breast in terms
of the number of echoes, the area under the A-scan tracing, and the length of the time-base along
which the echo extended. The area under the trace proved to show statistical significance in
terms of differentiation between malignant and benign tumors in the breast.

In 1956 Leksell published the first paper describing the A-scope technique as used on an intact
living human skull, though D. Gordon was known to have done so earlier. Echoencephalography
has since become a subject of continuous expansion with various refinements developed in
instrumentation, electronics, and techniques.

In 1947 Sokolov invented the ultrasonic microscope, an electron-ultrasonic image device. He
envisioned a television-camera tube that was pressure sensitive (with a piezoelectric plate) rather
than light sensitive.

After insonification, electric potentials proportional to the impressed

acoustic pressure would be set up on the faces of the piezoelectric plate. Using quartz plates and

a scanning beam of electrons, secondary electron emission was modulated by these electrical
potentials.

The secondary-emission ratio (ratio of electrons leaving the surface to electrons

impinging upon the surface) increases from zero as the primary-electron velocity increases from
zero. If this ratio is less than unity, excess charge can accumulate on the plate to the point where
the incident beam is completely repelled by this potential. When the secondary-emission ratio is
greater than unity, a space charge accumulates in front of the plate that also retards the scanning
beam, leading to a loss of picture edge sensitivity.

Liquid levitation imaging was developed by Schuster [Ensminger, 1988], and involves producing
an ultrasonic image in the surface of a liquid. It is the interaction between the sound radiation
pressure and the force of gravity which causes the fluid surface to rise (with a dependence on
acoustic intensity) resulting in a relief image on the fluid surface. The surface image can be
made into a light image by then using schlieren optics. The sensitivity using this method is
dependent upon the curvature of the relief image as opposed to maximum amplitude of the image
above the surface of the fluid.

Gericke and Grubinskas [1969] developed the liquid levitation technique into a cell which could
be used for non-destructive evaluation without having to immerse the object. While continuouswave insonification gave best detail resolution, ambiguities arose from standing waves, leaving
pulsed or frequency-modulated ultrasound as the best image producer.
Imaging of ultrasonic fields using liquid crystal technology was developed with a technique by
[Sproat and Cohen, 1970] using an acoustical absorber and cholesteric liquid crystals. These
crystals would undergo a color change at different transition temperatures.

The acoustical

absorber increased the sensitivity of the liquid crystal cells by increasing the rate of absorption at
a location near the crystals.

The object to be imaged using this method would be insonified by a continuous wave beam that
would transmit through the object, impinging on the imaging cell. The carrying fluid would be
kept at just below the transition temperature so that the higher amounts of energy absorbed at the
high-intensity portion of the beam would lead to local heating above the transition temperature
leading to image formation.

1.2

Physical Principles of Ultrasound

Ultrasound is defined to be acoustic vibrations that occur at frequencies above the human
threshold - that is at frequencies above approximately 16 kHz. In actual medical applications
most ultrasound imaging devices operate at frequencies in the 1-10 MHz range. The ultrasound
pulse travels through most soft biological tissue at approximately 1540 m/s. In fact in most
tissue imaging applications the velocity of propagation is assumed to be uniform through all
tissues. In the soft tissues of the body the acoustic velocity is limited to a range of approximately
±6%.

The relatively slow propagation speed (relative to electromagnetic energy which travel at
3 x 108 m/s) allows electrical circuitry ample time to follow and measure the progress of the
ultrasound echo. For example a depth of 25 cm corresponds to a 333 gsec round trip time for an
ultrasound pulse as opposed to a 1.666 nsec round trip time for an x-ray.

The ultrasound pulse is emitted by an ultrasound transducer which transforms an electrical
voltage to a mechanical dilatation in a piezoelectric material.

This sudden expansion then

induces the mechanical vibration which propagates through the media.
The pulse travels through the medium at a characteristic velocity c. The form of the velocity of
propagation is dependent upon both the phase of the medium (solid, liquid, or gas) as well as the
wave mode. It can be shown [Wood, 1932] for longitudinal waves in fluids
C
=
Ka

(1-1)

= adiabatic bulk modulus (reciprocal of the adiabatic compressibility)

p = mean density of the medium

Ka = Kiy

y =_

(ratio of specific heats)

Cv

In the case of solids, however, the fact that shear rigidity exists (unlike fluids) leads to the
following relationship for the velocity of longitudinal bulk waves:

Y(1 -a)
(1-2)

c=
(1-2a)(1 + a)p
Y = Young's Modulus

a = Poisson's Ratio
The ultrasound pulse is partially reflected at boundaries between media, so that some of the
energy is reflected back, while the rest passes through the boundary and may later be reflected at
a subsequent boundary. The 'reflectivity' of the object is exploited in diagnostic ultrasound
imaging in order to locate the boundaries between different media/organs.

The amount of reflection or transmission at plane interfaces depends upon the difference in
characteristic impedance, Z, of the media. The characteristic impedance is a property of the
medium alone where Z = cp = (p K) 1 2 . The unit of measurement is sometimes called the Rayl
after Lord Rayleigh.

MATERIAL

Air at S.T.P.
Water
Aluminum
Fat
Aqueous humour of eye
Brain
Liver
Muscle
Skull-bone
Human tissue, mean value

Characteristic Impedance
c.g.s. Rayl x 10-5
0.0004
1.48
18.0
1.38
1.50
1.58
1.65
1.70
7.80
1.63

Table 1.1 Characteristic impedances of some common materials. [Wells, 1969]

The characteristic impedances of a number of biological and non-biological materials are listed
in Table 1.1. The characteristic impedance is not to be confused with the specific acoustic
impedance Z

= % where P is the local pressure and u is the local velocity of a vibrating

particle in a given point of the medium. Typically the peak velocity u is on the order of 0.5 m/s
while the typical longitudinal displacement hovers around 8 x 10- m at characteristic energy
levels.

If it is assumed that the wavelength is small relative to the dimensions of the reflecting object,
and that the reflection is specular in nature, then certain well known laws of reflection hold. If
the suffixes i , r, and t refer to the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves, and 1 and 2, to the
incident and transmitting media then for a plane wave,

0 = Or

(1-3)

and by Snell's well known law -

sin 6i
sin 8,

S

c,

(1-4)

c2

1.2.1 Dispersion
In certain media there exists a wave number, k = ( 2 A/K),
dependence of velocity (i.e. the velocity
is frequency dependent) such that o)= W(k).
the relationship, c = c(k) = W(k

Such media are termed dispersive media where

, indicates that harmonic wavetrains with different frequencies

propagate with different velocities. Furthermore, since an arbitrary waveform can be expressed
as a superposition of harmoic wavetrains, this phenomenon explains why dispersive waves
change in shape as they advance. In such materials, then, there exists both a phase velocity (a
measure of the velocity of an individual crest, c = (o) as well as a group velocity ( the velocity
of any envelope wave packet, c, =

do

)"

In contrast a dispersionless material, where W(k) = kc .'. w = kc, has only a single constant
phase veloctiy c =

%

= c, (independent of k) so that all wave number components move with

the same speed c o . In most biological material the velocity exhibits only a small amount of
dispersion (less than 1% over the medical range of frequencies) except in bone. Since c = f2
typical wavelengths encountered range from 1.5 mm at 1 MHz to 0.1 mm at 15 MHz.

The speed of sound is also temperature dependent, the temperature coefficient being positive for
non-fatty tissues/organs and negative for fatty tissues/organs. For soft tissues other than fat and
lung, there is an inverse relationship between speed of sound and water content, but a direct
relationship with structural protein (collagen) content [Webb, 1988].

Table 1.2 lists the propagation velocity in various biological and non-biological materials.

Material

Mean Velocity
(m/sec)

Air at S.T.P.

331

Water

1480

Fat

1450

Human Tissue, mean value

1540

Brain

1541

Liver

1549

Muscle

1585

Skull-bone

4080

Table 1.2 Propagation velocity in various materials.

1.2.2 Attenuation
In practice, the acoustic energy may also be attenuated within the media by means of a variety of
phenomena including beam spreading, scattering, hysteresis, viscous absorption, and via
relaxation where energy is removed from the propagating wave by an oscillating particle and

then returned at a later time.

In biological tissues the attenuation coefficient varies almost

directly with frequency in the range of 1.0 to 10 MHz, while for water and air the attenuation
varies as the square of the frequency [Macovski, 1983]. Attenuation is an important factor in
medical diagnosis for it can reveal much information concerning various properties of malignant
and non-malignant tissues through which the waves propagate.

1.2.3 Ultrasonic Frequency
The choice of the ultrasonic frequency used depends upon a number of factors. In general,
higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths) allow for better potential resolution under ideal
conditions. In practice, however, increasing frequency results in greater attenuation such that the
signal may never reach structures lying deep beneath the surface. Thus shorter wavelengths give
higher resolution but have a more limited penetration. With non-biological objects in question
the transmitted power may simply be increased. Such increases in intensity can be hazardous to
biological specimen causing various changes in blood, damaging bone cortex and marrow, and
affecting tissue regeneration. At extremely high intensities rupture of cells and cell structures
can even occur [Ensminger, 1988]. In practice, frequencies from 3-5 MHz are often used when
imaging the liver and other abdominal organs.

According to the American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine [AIUM, 1984] , the lowest
temporal average, spatially averaged over the face of the transducer, intensity level at which
significant biological effects have been observed in mammalian tissues in vivo is 100 mW/cm 2.

In medical imaging the following frequencies are currently in use: 1.5, 2.25, 3.5 MHz for the
abdomen; 5, 7, 10 MHz for the breast, thyroid and other superficial organs; 2.25 MHz for the
brain; and 10 MHz and over for the eye [Guzzardi, 1984].

1.3

The Transducer

1.3.1 Piezoelectric Effect

Piezoelectric materials develop electrical charges on preferred crystallographic surfaces when
deformed along particular crystallographic axes. The converse is also true in that a voltage
applied across preferred surfaces produces a stress or strain along axes of the crystal. Essentially
the substance will change dimensions when an electric field is applied across them.

This

relationship is known as the piezoelectric effect.

The electrical dipole - a pair of equal and opposite electric charges having their effective centers
separated by a finite distance - acts as the fundamental element leading to the piezoelectric
effect. Stress along the axis of the dipole can change the distance between the two charges,
causing the charge density to increase or decrease depending on whether the structure is under
tension or compression. If many of these dipole pairs are aligned parallel to one another and
perpendicular to two parallel surfaces of the crystal itself, then a pressure between surfaces can
lead to net charges of equal and opposite polarity on the two surfaces. In addition if a voltage is
applied between the two surfaces, the dipole pairs will be attracted or repelled further leading to
macroscopic dimensional changes in the crystal itself.

While both quartz and lithium are naturally occurring piezoelectric elements, it is more common
in medical transducer design to fabricate artificial piezoelectric materials. The most common
material is PZT (lead zirconate titanate), a ceramic which is made piezoelectric by placing the
material in a high DC electric field oriented along axes of planned piezoelectric excitation. The
material is then heated to a high temperature (above its Curie point) causing the molecules in the
material to line up in the preferred direction and finally the element is allowed to slowly cool in
the electric field [Ensminger, 1988].

The transducer is often examined as consisting of two sources, one at each radiating face of the
disc-like piezoelectric element such that under a step input four pulses are emitted (two from
each face). Two stress waves thus travel into and out of the transducer the relative magnitudes of
which are determined by the characteristic impedances Z,, Z , and Z,.

transducer

backing

ng medium

Figure 1.1 Transducer radiating into loading and backing media.

The backing medium or matching layer exists to lessen the impedance mismatch between the
element and the tissue or medium. The thickness of the piezoelectric element itself determines
the resonance frequency for the transducer. Because of the reflections that occur at either face of
the piezoelectric element, the total stress is equal to the sum of the piezoelectric stress and the
stress from the reflected wave. The phase relationship is dependent upon the thickness of and the
propagation velocity within the transducer, as well as the frequency of the applied voltage.
When the thickness of the transducer is exactly half a wavelength, there is a reinforcing phase
relationship such that the transducer resonates with maximum displacement amplitude.

The

fundamental resonant frequency is then that frequency corresponding to a half wavelength
thickness.

When the transducer is in a receiving position (with the mechanical stress as input) maximum
sensitivity occurs at resonance - when the frequency of the mechanical stress corresponds to an
odd integral number of half wavelengths.

1.3.2 The Ultrasonic Field
In examining the ultrasonic field produced by a transducing element, it is often instructive to
consider the face of the transducer to consist of a continuum of individual Huygen's sources.
The wavefront at any time can then be considered as the envelope formed from an infinite
number of secondary spherical waves proceeding from every point on the wavefront at some
previous instance in time (Huygen's Principle).

Under continuous wave operation with constant drive amplitude the steady state ultrasonic field
can be considered to be made up of two distinct regions: the near field or Fresnel zone and the far
field or Fraunhofer zone.

Transducer

a

2r

2r
I/I
x

O

5

O

10
15
Distance X fran transducer, cm

(ii()

ii

(iv

(V)

(i)

20

vii)

(viii)

Figure 1.2 The Ultrasonic Field. This example shows the distribution for a 1.5 MHz
transducer of radius r = 1 cm. (a) Almost all the ultrasonic energy lies within the limits
shown in this diagram; (b) Relative intensity distribution along the central axis of the
beam; (c) Ring diagrams showing the energy distribution of beam sections at positions
indicated in (b). [Adapted from Fig 3.1 of Wells 1969]
Along the central axis of the beam the intensity relationship is :

I

sin

[(

ro2 +xx) -

)]2

where
I o is the maximum intensity,

(1-5)

Ix is the intensity at distance x from piston,
r is the radius of transducer, and
A is the wavelength in propagating medium.

The axial maxima and minima in terms of amplitude along the x-axis can be calculated to give:
4r 2 -_L 2 (2m + 1)2
Xmax =

4(2m

)
4A(2m +1)

r 2 _2;m2
Xn

=

2mm

=

m = 0,1,2,3,...

(1-6)

0,1,2,3,...

(1-7)

The last axial maximum occurs at a distance from the transducer given by
X max

2
4r 2 2_
21l

which corresponds to the beginning of the transition between the Fresnel and Fraunhofer zones.
For a given transducer radius r, the length of the Fresnel zone increases as the wavelength used
decreases, with the constraint that the wavelength is small relative to the transducer radius.

1.3.3 Transducer Directivity

It is instructive to examine the difference in receiver response as a function of receiver location.
The directivity pattern (or beam pattern) refers to the relative response of a receiver (or pressure
or intensity of the radiated wave), plotted as a function of position with respect to the transmitter.
The directivity patterns are functions of the wavelength in the medium into which the wave is
radiated and of the dimensions of the radiating surface. [Ensminger, 47]. In order to examine this
variation a simple experiment was performed. Remembering that an initial offset angle of 22.5'
exists between the transmitting and receiving transducers, the receiver is subsequently stepped by
22.50 increments around a needle as shown in Figure 1.3.
reflection data is acquired from needle insonification.

At each new receiver position

Figure 1.3 Transmitter/Receiver Locations

The time response was taken and the power spectral density (PSD) determined for the above
locations and are shown in the following figures. The directivity of the transducers can be
examined at least in a qualitative sense from such plots. Figure 1.4 shows the response when the
same transducer is used to emit and receive whereas the next four plots represent the responses
for separate emission and reception points, with the separation angle indicated beneath the plots.
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From Figures 1.4 through 1.8 it can be seen that there is a considerable degree of directivity in
the transducer responses. When the same transducer is used to emit and receive the signal is
clearly the strongest. As the separation angle increases to 900, the signal strength decreases as
expected. In addition, the signal strength shifts to lower frequencies (compare Figure 1.4 to
Figure 1.8).

1.3.4 Noise Considerations
The noise associated with the receiving transducer arises from a variety of sources. Thermal
agitation or resistance noise along with noise generated from amplifiers always exists. The
thermal noise arises from random electron movement within the transducer such that at a given
instant more free electrons may be moving in one direction than another leading to a potential,
however small or vacillating, across the transducer. This thermal noise is uniformly distributed
across the entire frequency spectrum:

E2 = 4kTR(f

where

f

2

2

- f )

(1-8)

and f, specifies a particular frequency range

E = effective value of voltage components in the spectrum from f

k = Boltzman's constant (1.37 x 10- 23

2

to

fl

J
)
"K

T = absolute temperature (" K)
R = resistive impedance component across which the thermal noise is
produced.

Therefore a resistance of 40

at a temperature of 20"C operating

in a circuit whose

bandwidth is 6 MHz generates an equivalent mean-square noise voltage of 1.96Y V.

In amplifying devices different mechanisms lead to noise generation. In transistor amplifiers the
sources include:

1. Emitter noise, due to fluctuations of diffusion and recombination in the base
region.
2. Collector noise, due to the same phenomena as in the emitter.
3.

Base noise, due to the thermal noise of the equivalent base resistance.

The junction currents help determine the noise contributions from the emitter and collector. The
best noise performance is obtained by finding the optimum compromise between current and
input impedance.

1.4

Ultrasonic Computed Tomography

In ultrasonic absorbtion CT, as in x-ray tomography, a line integral of attenuation can be
determined by the amount of ultrasound energy received after passing through the object. Unlike
with x-rays, the propagation speed with ultrasound is low enough such that delay in propagation
times can also be measured. Thus both attenuation coefficients as well as refractive indices can
be the modality by which tomographic images are reconstructed.

In either case it is necessary to know the path by which the ray propagates though the object from
source to detector. Even under the assumption that diffraction effects can be ignored (the Born
and Rytov approximations) [Kak, 1987], the ultrasonic beam undergoes deflections every time it
passes through an interface in media or structure. In this way ultrasound differs from x-ray and
emission tomography in that the beam does not travel in a simple straight line.

Various methods have been suggested to deal with these refractive problems. [Johnson,
Greenleaf, et al., 1975] developed an iterative proposal that would at a first pass ignore refraction
in reconstructing the refractive index tomogram.

Rays could then be traced through this

tomogram indicating the propagation paths and from these curved propagation paths a new more
accurate reconstruction could be made. This procedure would be repeated to attain the final
refraction tomogram. A second approach developed by both [Iwata, 1975] and [Mueller, 1980]
attempted to use inverse scattering solutions to deal with the problems of refraction.

1.4.1 Transmission Tomography
In performing reconstruction via transmission tomography the signal transmission and its
interaction with the object is examined. In this imaging modality one often seeks to construct
either the attenuation coefficient or the refractive index coefficient associated with the object.
The following development for ultrasonic tomography comes from Kak and Slaney's Principles

of Computerized Tomographic Imaging, [1987]. It is assumed that only soft-tissues structures
are being imaged as the problem of tomographic imaging of hard tissues with ultrasound remains
unsolved.
First consider the system consisting of a transmitting transducer, a single layer of tissue, and a
receiving transducer all immersed in water. Ignoring the effects of refraction, the received
waveform will be modeled by considering only the direct path between the two transducers.
If a voltage signal x(t) is applied to the transmitting transducer as shown in the following
figure, an expression for the received waveform can be arrived at by considering the effects from
each system component.

t-4
I_ _

Figure 1.9 Single layer transmission.

The Fourier transform of the received signal Y(f) is the multiplication of the following factors:

a) the transmitting transducer's transfer function, H (f), between the electrical
voltage and the resulting pressure wave;

b) the attenuation, e- a w )"t ' , and phase change e-

(f ) '

,;"

, caused by the water on the

near side of the tissue;
c) the transmittance at the front surface of the tissue or the percentage of energy
transmitted into the tissue, T, ; where in general T =-

4Z2Z, cos20i
4Z2 Z cos
as
(Z2 COS Oi + Z, cos , )2

shown previously, with Zi representing characteristic impedance and 0 and 0,
i
representing angles of incidence and transmittance.
-cr (f)

- A(f)I

d) the attenuation, e

, and phase change, e

, caused by transmission

through the tissue;
e)

the transmittance at the rear surface of the tissue, T ;
2

f)

the attenuation, e-

w(f ) w

'

, and phase change e-

f ( ) tw2

,

,

caused by the water on the

far side of the tissue;
g) the receiving transducer's transfer function , H 2 (f), between the pressure wave
and the resulting electrical voltage.
Under these assumptions the Fourier Transform of the received signal y(t) can be written

Y(f)= X(f)HI(f)H 2 (f)Ar exp{-[a(f) + jp(f )]l}exp{-[aw(f )+ j/w(f )]1}
(1-9)

where

1, = lw + 1W

represents the water path length, a(f)and P(f) are the attenuation and phase coefficients
associated with the tissue;aw(f) and /(f)

are the coefficients associated with water; and

A(r) = T, .'r 2 represents the product of the transmittances at the tissue/water interfaces. The
equation for the received signal can be normalized by the direct water path situation (no tissue in
the medium) where

Y,(f)= X(f)HI(f)H 2 (f )exp{-[aw(f)+ jpw(f)](l + ,)} .

(1-10)

The received signal from the tissue situation can then be rewritten in terms of Y, (f) as

Y(f) = Yw(f )AT exp{-[(a(f)- a(f))l + j(P(f)- fw(f))l]}.

(1-11)

As the attenuation coefficient in water is normally much less than that of tissue, the a, (f) term
can often be ignored leaving

Y(f) = Yw(f)A, exp{-[a(f)l + j(Pf(f) - f,(f))l]} .

(1-12)

The derivation is easily extended to include multi-tissue layered cases as shown in the
following diagram.

Receiver
A

lwl

Ya(t)
Sx=l

Multiple Layered Object

x=O

L..

I

aL

V

Transmitter

Figure 1.10 Multiple layer transmission.

The received signal then becomes:

Y(f)= X(f)H,(f)H 2 (f)A, exp -

[a(x, f )+ jp(x, f )]dx .exp[- ja(f

)
(1-13)

where now A(t) = t,.2•"3

T;n (with Ti representing the transmittance at the ith interface) and

where the attenuation and phase coefficients are functions of position along the propagation path
a(x, f ) and f(x, f ). Rewriting in terms of the direct water propagation path and ignoring the
attenuation for water, the multi-layered situation can then be written

Y(f) = Y(f )A, exp f a(x, f )dx

where dispersion has been ignored and f(x, f)

exp - j2f

and P, (f)

-

dx

(1-14)

have been expressed in terms of the

ultrasound propagation velocities in the layer at location x, V(x) , and in water, V,, to give
2if

V(x)

and

2if

V,

, respectively.

Letting y,'(t)= A,Y,(f)exp -

a(x, f )dx denote the inverse transform, y,'(t) then can
0

be considered to be an attenuated water path signal. That is, the theoretical signal that would be
received had it undergone the same loss as the actual signal going through the tissue. The
relationship in (1-14) can be expressed as

y(t)= y,'(t- T)

(1-15)

Td=

(1-16)

where

[n(x) - l]dx
O0

with the refractive index n(x) given by

n(x)-

Vw
Vw
V(x)

(1-17)

As stated previously, in the actual tomographic imaging of soft biological tissue, the
approximations made regarding the propagation of a sound pulse are only approximately
satisfied.

In general, the interfaces encountered by the propagating sound beam are not

perpendicular to the beam. Since the variation in refractive index in soft tissue is usually less
than 5%, the beam refraction effects are normally not serious. For the hypothetical imaging of a
cylindrical soft-tissue object with a refractive index less than 1, using a simple scan-rotate setup,
the image would appear larger by about 3% to 5% as a result of the geometrical distortions [Kak,
1987].

1.4.2 Reflection Tomography
In reflection tomography the reconstruction is based on the measurement of line integrals of the
object's reflectivity function.

Under single point transducer insonification, the transducer

illuminates the object with a very wide cone-shaped beam.

In the plane of rotation of the

transducer, then, the projected illumination is that of a very wide fan-shaped beam. If the
incident ultrasonic field is an impulse in the time domain then the signal that is received at time
t represents the sum total of all reflections at a distance of tc / 2 from the transducer. The
locus of all points at the same distance from the transducer (which in this case is both
transmitting and receiving the pulse) is a circle. In this manner the line integral of reflectivity
(over circular arcs centered at the transducer face) is effectively measured in single transducer
reflection tomography.
As has been discussed previously, a part of the ultrasound pulse will be reflected at interfaces
between media of different characteristic impedances. The reflected pulse propagates back to the
receiving transducer and this pressure pulse manifests itself as a voltage change in the
piezoelectric material. This voltage spikes then correspond to the media interfaces. The amount
of time between voltage peaks corresponds to the extent or size of the media while the magnitude

of the voltage corresponds to the difference in media characteristic impedance or object
reflectivity.
2p
In order to reconstruct image points, the amplitude of the scan evaluated at t - -p is uniformly
distributed, or smeared back, over an arc of radius p in image space. At each point in image
space the results are coherently added. This smearing back or coherent summation of the A-scan
or amplitude scan is termed acoustic backprojection. An entire family of line integrals (different
points of the A-scan corresponding to different p 's or delay times) are thus attained in each
scan. Sidelobes arise from the contributions of all the other objects or elements (as noted before)
lying along the integration paths that intersect the particular point under reconstruction.

When there exists a second transducer the geometrical relationship changes such that the output
of the receiving transducer represents line integrals of the reflectivity function along ellipses
whose foci are the two transducers. As before, all reflecting elements lying on a given ellipse
will contribute to the reflectivity at a given point in the A-scan. Each point on this A-scan again
corresponds to a family of ellipses. The reflectivity (which manifests itself as a voltage back at
the transducer) at a given point must again be smeared along the corresponding ellipse in image
space. To identify the correct ellipse, knowledge of the transducer positions for a given A-scan
is necessary as well as which sample number (of which there are 1024) the reflectivity is taken
from.

1.4.2.1 Definition of Reflectivity
The object parameter of interest in reflection tomography is the object "reflectivity" (a function
of compressibility, K, and density, p ) of the region 91 being imaged. Being the variable of
interest, this

reflectivity function

which

is being

reconstructed using backscattering

measurements will now be defined following the definition in [Norton and Linzer, 1981].

Assuming a three-dimensional homogeneous medium with constant compressibility r,

and

density p0 , the object being imaged can be thought of as a bounded region 91 embedded within
the homogeneous medium. Within 91 the compressibility K(r) as well as the density p(r) are
inhomogeneous functions of spatial location.

:ering PRegiao

Recording Surface

Figure 1.11 The source-receiver point ro varies over the recording aperture.

Each point on the recording surface (i.e. the path that the transducer takes around the object
while insonifying it) is considered in this development to be a point source/receiver that
transmits a broadband spherically-diverging pulse. The backscattered echo is then received at
the same location (r o ).

Additional assumptions and simplifications made during this development include ignoring the
effects of shear-wave propagation, and nonlinearities.

Furthermore, absorption and its

contribution to the scattered field are ignored.

The normalized deviations of K from ico and p from p, in 91 follow:

0
y,7(r) =

0

inside 91
outside 91

(1-18)

inside 91
outside 91

(1-19)

The total field

TT

, consisting of the sum of incident and scattered fields, obeys the following

time-dependent wave equation:

v 2 TT

where

-

i

+ V *['p( r)VT]

= PT(r,t), t = ct,

'T

and co = (po
0lc,)

(1-20)

is the speed of sound in the homogeneous

medium. The wave function ' T denotes acoustic pressure in the above equation.

A point source of acoustic pressure P(t) at ro outside of 9Z emits an incident spherical wave
Tin (ro; r, t) obeying the wave equation

2

-

2

i

= -P(t)8(r- -r)

(1-21)

in the homogeneous region outside of 91. It is assumed that P(t) = 0 for t < 0. The incident
wave

n(r,; r, ) then impinges upon the inhomogeneous region 91, giving rise to the

perturbed wave T(ro; r, t). The scattered wave Y(ro; r, ) then is defined as the difference
between

'T

and Win -

It is assumed that the (first-order) Born Approximation [Kak, 1987] holds, whereby the scattering
is sufficiently weak that second order reflections can be considered negligible. With such an
approximation,

T, =

in,+

W can be substituted into (1-20) and , on the right side, terms in

Y are neglected compared to terms in T

V 2w "

n

. In such a case equation (1-20) becomes

V
d2
2Ti
av t2 = y(r) t
n +V.[y

where we have used that fact that

(r)Vtui]

insatisfies the unperturbed wave equation

(1-22)

V2YJi

= 0

for r < ro .

Next we transform the time-dependent wave equation (1-22) into the temporal frequency (as
opposed to spatial frequency) domain. Denoting the Fourier transforms of P, T, and

iY,

P, T, and Win , we have

P(t) = P(k)e-ikt dk

P(t) = fi

(1-23)

(ro;r,k)e-ikdk

(1-24)

in(t)= f Pin(ro;r,k)e-iktdk

(1-25)

where the (-) denotes a Fourier transform with respect to t where t = cot and k =_
Substituting (1-23) and (1-25) into (1-21) we then have,

V2

in(ro; r,k)

+ k2

in(ro; r,

k) = -(k)6(r

- ro)

(1-26)

The solution to which is

Tin(ro;r,k)=P(k)gk (rl ro )
where

(1-27)

by

e(rIiklr-r

(1-28)

is the solution to

V 2 g k + k2gk

-(r-

r)

where gk is the Green's function for an unbounded medium.

Finally, taking the Fourier

transform of (1-22) with respect to t and inserting (1-27) for 'i, results in

V2

o(r;r,k)+

k2 (ro; r, k) = -F(ro; r,k)

where

F(ro;r, k ) =

(k)[k2y (r)gk (rlr) - V [y(r)Vg(rlro)]].

(1-29)

Equation (1-29) can be converted to integral form using standard Green's function techniques.
Neglecting boundary effects (e.g., reflections from external objects), the Green's function
solution to (1-29), evaluated at an observation point r1, is

P(ro;r,,k)=

s9s

d 3rF(ro;r, k)g k (rI•)

(1-30)

91S

where gk is defined as in (1-28). We now consider the case where the source point is also the
receiving point (r, = ro) which when substituted into (1-30) gives

T(r,;ro,k) = Jd3rF(ro;r,k)gk(rr)
91

= P(k)f d3r[k2y71gk -V. (Vg

k)]gk

(1-31)

where g9 = gk(rlro).

Also remembering that

V.p
[YVgk]gk

Vgk

=V [ypg kVk]-ypVgk

the second term in the integrand can be integrated by parts.

Putting the above equation into (1-31), the volume integral of the first term on the right above
can be changed to a surface integral with the aid of the divergence theorem to give,

f

d3rV

= f

[ypgkVgk

d2 ypgkVgk = 0

where we have defined 3 to be the boundary of the region 91 such that y =-0 . Equation (1-31)
may then be written

'(r, ; r,k) = (k))f d3r[k2•7
r gk +y

Vgk

91

V k]

(1-32)

and using (1-18) we come to

2

Vg k . Vg

k

= ik

-

1

gk 2

r r-r

If it is further assumed that the distance r - r is always much larger than the order of a
o
wavelength, we have k >> r - ro - and to an excellent approximation Vg k Vg= -k g2k2
Putting this result into (1-32) we arrive finally at

T(ro;ro, k) = k2 (k))ff d3rf(r)
91

k2 (rl ro

(1-33)

where

f (r) = y, (r) - yp (r)

(1-34)

We define the quantity (1-34) to be the backscattering reflectivity of the medium, or simply the
reflectivity of the medium. For soft tissue imaging, it is often assumed that y,.(r) dominates

yp(r) so that f (r) = y,•(r).

1.4.3 Point Spread Function
Akin to the impulse response in a one-dimensional linear system, the point spread function is the
response to a point source in image processing (two-dimensions).

Specifically, it is the

reconstruction or image of the point source. The point spread function is said to be space
invariant if the PSF is independent of the point source's location. The point source itself is
defined by a two-dimensional dirac delta function as follows:

fl

(x, y)dxdy = 1

(1-35)

with the well known corresponding two-dimensional sifting property:

JfJ3',6(x, y)f(x - xo , y - y-o)dxdy = f(x, y,,).

(1-36)

Again extending one-dimensional concepts, an image can be thought of as being composed of a
summation of scaled and delayed (with respect to space) point spread functions.
A useful measure of the overall performance of the imaging system, the point spread function
provides insight into the inherent resolving capabilities of the system, as well as problems with
artifact development and signal to noise ratio. It is commonly characterized by a sharp lobe of

finite width (corresponding to the point source's position) with side lobes which trail off some
distance from the main lobe.

1.4.3.1 PSF for Circular Backprojection

The following follows from the derivation of Norton and Linzer, [1979] for the theoretical point
spread function under the backprojection process using single transducer insonification under a
simple scan-rotate configuration:

The echo shape reflected from a point source can be expressed in terms of its time domain
impulse response whose components consist of the transducer, the point target, and the
intervening medium. Following the notation of Norton and Linzer, t = tc (where c = speed of
sound) will be used to denote a time delay in units of distance as opposed to time. h(t)
represents the impulse response of this linear system where a voltage impulse 3(t) has been
applied to the transducer terminals.

The received waveform due to the point source at a distance p from the element will be
h(t - 2p) . Under the conditions that the shape of the function h(t) can be made invariant with
respect to target position while the amplitude of h(i) is proportional to target reflectivity, the
system is both linear and time-invariant such that

PR(t - 2p) = P,(t)*h(t - 2p)

(1-37)

where P,(t) is an arbitrary emitted pulse, P,(i- 2p)is the received pulse, and * denotes
convolution. It is therefore possible to fabricate whatever shape of PR(t) is desired by simply
changing the transmitted waveform P, (t) or by altering h(t) with any number of filters.
The goal is to reconstruct the image of a point reflector of unit reflectivity lying at an arbitrary
point (r,,,o). For a transducer location at (R, 0) and a pulse transmit time t = 0, we then
have

27r

f(r,) = J PR[2p(o; r, ) - 2p(O; ro , )]dd .

(1-38)

0

When the above equation is evaluated at (ro , 0o) (when the system's "focus" coincides with the
point source position) we have

f(ro, o) = 21PR (O)

(1-39)

telling us that it is important to choose a pulse shape PR(t) that possesses a maximum at t = 0.

We now derive an expression for the PSF f(r,8) for arbitrary (r,0). The argument of P,(*)
can be written

2 p(O; r, 0)

-

2 p(

; ro, 0o) = 2[R 2 + r 2 - 2Rr cos(O -

)] 11/ 2 - 2[R 2 + C 2 - 2Rro cos(0o

-

)]11/2

(1-40)
In order to make the analysis more tractable, it will be assumed that

«<<1 and

R)2 <<1.
Under these assumptions, the point spread function derived will yield excellent results when both
the target and image points are close to the center of the imaging system. As the target and
image points move more off center the resulting PSF becomes a poorer approximation to the true
PSF. It is important to note that even when the approximations (

R

<<1

and

)2

R

<<1

do not hold, the form of the PSF does not deviate noticeably from when the approximations do
hold, particularly in the location of its mainlobe where r - ro .

Expanding the square roots in (1-40) and dropping terms higher than second order in r / R and
r / Ro, gives

2p(O; r, 0) - 2p(O; r°, 0) = -2r cos(O -

) + 2r0cos(O -

)+

2
2
r - ro

2R

2

-

2R

cos2(- - ) +

2

2R

cos 2(0o - ).

(1-41)
After some trigonometric manipulation, this can be rewritten as
2p(O; r, ) - 2p(O; ro,

) = 2X cos( - Y) + y,

+

y2 COs 2( - a)

(1-42)

where

X = [+

tan Y

22

ro - 2rorcos( - Oo)

(1-43a)

ro sin 0 0 - rsin 0
r, cos 00 - r cos 0

(1-43b)

12=- [r2 - 0r 2 ]

72 =

4

- 2r2r

(1-44a)

2

cos 2(0 - 0o )]2

200 - r 2 sin 20
tan a = r,22 sin
ro cos 200 - r2 COs 2

(1-44b)

(1-44c)

substituting (1-42) into (1-38) we have
21r

f(r, ) = PR[2X
P,
cos(-

Y) + y,

+

Y2 cos 2( - a)]do.

(1-45)

0

Letting PR (V) denote the Fourier transform of PR(t) , where V = V / c (so that frequency is
measured in units of reciprocal length) brings us to,

PR(t) =

PR(V)ei2'7dv

(1-46)

substituting (1-46) into (1-45) gives

27

f (r, )

f dO

J

0

-

dVP,R(V)ei2'V[Y+y2 cos2(0-a)]e i4-IXcos(O-Y)

(1-47)

This equation can be simplified by expanding the first exponential in a power series after
dividing the expression into two parts as follows:

f(r,8) = fo(r, 8) + E(r, 8),

(1-48)

where

2;r

fo (r, 6) = fd f dVPR (V)ei
0

4 r X c

os( O- Y)

(1-49)

-

21
e(r, 6)= I do dvP,(V)[i21rV~ + (i21rVcý) 2 +. .. ]ei 4 n
0

-

X cos(0-Y)

(1-50)

-

= y + y2 COS 2(o - a)

where again we have used
e i = 1+

+1++...

where x = 2r•[y, + y 2 cos 2(0 - a)]

so that the fo(r, 6) term corresponds to the zero order term above, and the E(r,8) term
corresponds to the . + + +... remainder terms above.

The zero order term fo(r, 8) can be simplified by interchanging the order of integration and
making use of the Bessel identity

2;r

Jo(P)= -2

deiPcos(-q).

(1-51)

0

The result for the zero order term is

f(r,0) = 21r dvPR(V)JO(4rv-X).

(1-52)

Next it will be argued that the fo(r, 6) term will dominate the e(r, 0) term in its contribution to
the point spread function f(r, 0).

It will then be appropriate to approximate f (r, 0)

byfo(r, ), regarding E(r,O) as an error term.
examining the assumption

E(r, 0)

<<

o (r,

This approximation will be justified by

6 ) , and establishing the conditions in which

the assumption is valid, particularly over what domain of (r, 0) the assumption holds.

It should first be noted that when r = r o and 0 = 0o then e(ro, 0o ) = 0, i.e. E(r,80) is identically
zero at the peak of the mainlobe of the PSF. Moreover, the terms X, y,, andy 2 are all small
compared to R when the point being reconstructed (r, 0) is relatively close to the point (r , 0 )
o o
where the actual reflection occurs. Thus, f o (r, 0) provides a good approximation for the shape
of the true PSF,

f

(r, 0), in the immediate vicinity of its peak.

Next it must be determined what happens to the relative sizes of E and
compared to the mainlobe width.
for f (r,

fo

as X becomes large

In other words, how good an approximation is fo(r, 0)

) when (r, ) is far from (ro,0 0 ) ?

A comparison of the magnitudes of E and

fo

reveals that under certain conditions E can become

comparable to or larger than fo. This occurs only for X very large compared to the mainlobe
width, in which case the sidelobes contribute only a negligible amount to the total PSF energy.

In conclusion it should be noted that as the radius of the array becomes large compared to the
size of the object, the curved integration paths which intersect the object approach straight lines
and in the limit,

o(r,

0) becomes the true PSF.

J

Next, using the equation fo(r,0)= 2xr dvP,(V)Jo(4rPv-X), the form of the PSF can be
calculated for various pulse shapes. For a narrowband pulse PR(t) centered at frequency
V,,
it can be approximated that PR(V) = 3(V - v• ). Substituting into (1-52) we get

fo(r,

) = 2Jrd(4rNvX).

(1-53)

The distance X0 between the peak of the PSF and its first zero (referred to as the Rayleigh
distance) is often used as a measure of the width of the mainlobe and represents a traditional
measure of resolving capability. From (1-53) the Rayleigh distance is given by

X

where

2 ,,

-

0.19

0.19Ao,

(1-54)

corresponds to the wavelength for center frequency Vo.

For the case of a wideband pulse PR(V) = P = constant , and upon substitution into (1-52) we
have

fo (r, ) = 21rPf Jo (4r-X)dv = I

IXI

(1-54)

The PSF falls off inversely with the distance from the point reflector exhibiting the classical
"volcano shape" of the PSF obtained from point projections that are backprojected and summed
with no prior filtering.

We next derive the function PR (V) which upon substitution into (1-52) yields a delta function
for a PSF, this function we will call PRo 't (V-).

In other words, for a perfect reconstruction, we

equate
t
o'(r,0)
= 2f

PRopt (V)J(4rv-X)dv = k6(x

-

, y- y

0

),

(1-55)

where
x = rcoso

X, = ro cos 0,

y = rsin 8

YO = ro sin 0,

and k is a constant. The two-dimensional delta function can be expressed in polar coordinates as

6(x -

with

X 0,

y-

S(X)

(1-56)

frl
XI

X=[r +r02 -2rro cos(O -

)]6

Invoking the Bessel function relation

2

8(x),
f Jo(X)IlI dv = -IXI
it becomes apparent that setting

PRo ' (V) =1 VI

(1-57)

gives our desired delta function PSF.
To account for the finite temporal bandwidth of any real imaging system, we multiply (1-57) by a
frequency-apodizing function, A(V), which is constant within the bandpass of the system but
falls to zero outside the bandpass. Therefore

PRopt ()

=1 V-I A(V)

(1-58)

with one possible choice for A(v-) being the rectangle function, rect(- / 2v ), where
rect(u) = 1I
=0

for

lul l

otherwise.

In this case the optimum pulse frequency spectrum takes the following form,

p
PRo"'(V-)

=1Vlrect(v / 2 ) .

(1-59)

Taking its inverse Fourier Transform we have the following optimum impulse response:

- V sinc2 (vct).
PRt (t) = 2Vf sinc(2Ni)
CC

(1-60)

Substituting (1-58) into (1-52) gives

f )lvlJJ(4ziv-X)dv.
(r,O)
opt = 2c iA(v

If A(v) is an even function of v, then this can be rewritten as

opt

foPt (r, O) =

1(41T X)

(1-61)

The Rayleigh distance for the optimum pulse is given by,

X

=

0.30

0.30Ao.

(1-62)

The pulse width for the optimum case is close to 1.5 times the pulse width for the narrowband
PSF (0.191, ), making the resolution for the optimum case seem worse. On closer examination,
it can be seen that the sidelobe falloff is much faster for the optimum case, with an asymptotic

attenuation of X ' versus a falloff of X ' for the narrowband case and a falloff of X- 1 for the
broadband.

It should be noted that the width of the mainlobe (and hence resolving power) is a function of
signal bandwidth alone, not depending on aperture size, as is the case for conventional imaging
systems. In the above system, the aperture extends completely around the object and so does not
behave as a spatial frequency low-pass filter in the manner of conventional finite-aperture
imaging systems. As a final note it can also be seen that the PSF possesses circular symmetry
and spatial invariance.

1.4.3.2 PSF for Elliptical Backprojection

Next the point spread function for separate receiver and transmitter pair will be developed for the
case of fixed angular separation 2/3 between the two transducers.

Figure 1.12 Elliptical backprojection geometry.

In the above geometry the receiving transducer integrates the echoes along elliptical paths whose
foci correspond to the receiver and transmitter faces. For a round trip delay of " the length of
the semi-major axis of this ellipse is -~.

In this manner when a pulse is emitted at T and data

are continuously recorded as a function of time at R, line integrals of reflectivity are generated
over an entire family of ellipses with foci at T and R.

In the above geometry let the line that bisects the fixed angular separation 2/

or ZTOR have

angle 0 measured from the positive x-axis. With this labeling the minor axis of any ellipse
whose foci are R and T is oriented at the angle 0.

While keeping the separation between

transmitter and receiver fixed, suppose this pair of elements is shifted around the circumference
of the circle so that 0 ranges over 3600.

Using the line integral data so obtained one can

reconstruct the unknown reflectivity function f(r, 0).

Let gep (t) denote the echo received as a function of time for a T/R pair separated by the angle
20 and oriented at angle 0. When this function is recorded and backprojected along elliptical
paths for all 0, the mathematical realization becomes,

2zr

f (; r, ) =

gf ,[p(O + f; r,)

+ p(O P- ;r, )]d ,

(1-63)

0

with

p(u;r,) - [R2 + r 2 - 2Rrcos(O - )] .

(1-64)

The round trip delay from transmitter to point reflector to receiver corresponds then to
p(O + P; r, ) + p(O - p; r, 0).

We now compute the PSF produced by a point reflector at (r o , 0). Again representing the
received waveform produced by an echo originating from a point target by PR(t{), we have

g0,P() = PR[t - P(O +

ro,
o; 0) - P( - P; r,o Oo)],

(1-65)

substituting (1-65) into (1-63) gives

2,

f (/;r, 0) =

;

P, [A,

(r, 0; ro,0,)]do

(1-66)

where

A ,, (r, 0; r,,,

0)

- p(o + P; r, 0) + p(o - P; r, 0) - p(o + P; ro, ,o) - p(o - P; ro , o ) .

If the assumption (r / R) 2 << 1 and (r o / R) 2 << 1 is made again, then (1-64) can be expanded
to second order in r / R and ro / R giving

p(o; r, 0)

R - r cos(8 - 0) +

-

- cos 2(0 - 0).

Therefore,

AO,' (r,

; ro ,00 )

ro cs(Oo
- + ) +4

2 _-2] - rCOS(

-

-

/)

- rcos(O - 0 +

- r2 COs 2(0 - -) - r2 cos 2(0 ro cos 2(0 - 0 - P)

/)

+ ro cos(0o -

+/) + ro2 COs 2(0 o0 -

-

/)

+

- p)

The above can be rewritten,

A,~,(r, 8; ro ,00 ) = 2X cos 3 cos(O - Y) + y,1

2 cos

P cos 2(0 - a),

where X, Y, y,,y 2, and a are defined as in (1-43) and (1-44).

Paralleling the previous derivation for single point emission and reception, the above equation
can be substituted into (1-66) using the Fourier transform relation (1-46) to arrive at the
following:

f (P;r,8) = f o (/;r,8)+E(/;r,8),

(1-67)

where
= 21r f dvP,(V)Jo(4rv-X cos 3),

fo(P; r,)

(1-68)

and E(/; r, 6) is an error term. It can again be shown that E(p; r, 6) is small compared to

fo(f; r, 0)

under virtually the same circumstances as described in the previous case. Thus, as

before we neglect E(P; r, 8) and approximate f (/;r, 6) by f o(; r,8) .
The only difference between the circular and elliptical cases is the presence of the cos P term in
the argument of the Bessel function. Due to this mathematical similarity, the same optimal pulse
spectrum

PRopt

(V)

, as previously

derived

is

applicable

here as

well.

Putting

PRt (V) =l vIrect(v-) into the above equation for fo(A; r, 0), and integrating, yields

pc7

fo Pt ((; r,=) =cos

J, [47rc X cos
(1-69)

Xcos/

The distance X0 between the peak of this function and its first zero (the Rayleigh distance) is
given by

X

-

0.3
cosp<

v0 cosp

.

The minimum mainlobe width (best resolution) occurs for / = 0.
cos

-'

(1-70)

The reason for the

proportionality can be understood from the following figure. We will consider the

inherent resolving capability of the two transducers in the r-direction for a point reflector located
at the axis about which the transducers rotate. The rate of change of the round trip delay (over
TOR) with respect to r decreases as cos /3. In other words, for a fixed time-delay resolution (a
constant TOR), if a reflecting target moves an increment Ar along the r-axis, the minimum

possible Ar that can be resolved increases as cos /-

. Thus the system achieves its maximum

inherent resolving capability in the r-direction when the transmitter and receiver coincide
(circular backprojection).
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Figure 1.13 The rate of change of the distance r with respect to the time delay over
the path TOR increases as (cosp)"'. This effect produces a broadening of the
mainlobe width of the resulting PSF by a factor of (cosp) "'. [Adapted from Norton
and Linzer, 1979]

1.5

Approximations

In performing the image reconstruction in this manner certain assumptions are made. These
assumptions include:

1) The object is weakly reflecting. (The energy in the propagating wave >> total energy
back scattered over the propagation path). This is the Born approximation [Kak,
1987].

2) The medium absorptivity is uniform.
3) The velocity of sound propagation is constant over the region of interest.
4) The objects can be modeled as a collection of isotropic scatterers (Huygen's-like
point sources).
5) The reflectivity of the medium is independent of the direction of incident sound.
In developing the reconstruction techniques a number of assumptions are made as to the nature of
the propagation phenomenon as well as the ultrasonic model of the object being studied. The
region was assumed to have a constant velocity of propagation, constant attenuation, and
composed of an array of weakly reflecting isotropic scatterers. The propagation of the ultrasonic
wave itself was assumed to be governed by geometric optics where diffraction phenomenon has
been ignored.

As mentioned previously, the accuracy of acoustic tomographic imaging suffers due to the effects
of diffraction and/or refraction.

When

these effects are strong, the projections no longer

represent line integrals along true circles and ellipses, but instead depend upon the refractive
index of the object being imaged. In the worst case the concept of line integrals does not even
apply.

When the size of the object to be imaged is of the same order as that of a wavelength, ray theory
or geometric propagation methods no longer apply. Instead one must resort directly to wave
propagation or diffraction based phenomena.

1.6

Resolution

As the 'resolution' of a system is often used to characterize the system's imaging performance, it
becomes necessary to examine the methods by which resolution is measured.

In comparing

system A to system B, when it is stated that A has twice the resolution of B, an observer assumes
that system A can detect details half the size of the smallest discernible details in system B.
Resolution is often measured by or based upon the Rayleigh criterion (which attempts to
compare the capabilities of different spectrometers in resolving two equal intensity spectral lines)

or its near analog, the full width at half-maximum (FWHM). In the Rayleigh criterion, the lines
were considered 'resolved' when the peak of the first spectral line coincided with the zero of the
second. Criticizing the fact that the criterion ignores the low-level outlying parts of the beam
that significantly impact the image of wide dynamic range systems, newer metrics for measuring
resolution in medical ultrasound have been developed which include determining the visibility of
voids in a continuous background as well using a 'cystic resolution' criterion. This criterion is
based upon determining the radius of a spherical void (in a uniformly backscattering continuum)
that produces a given (averaged) dip in backscattered signal power when scanned [Vilkomerson,
1995].

From the more conventional point of view of the transducer itself, there are two types of
resolution: axial or range resolution and angular or lateral resolution.

In the axial direction

(along the axis of the ultrasound beam), the ability to separate images from reflectors at similar
depths is limited by the transmitter pulse bandwidth or the ringing from the transducer. The
lateral resolution which describes the resolution along the beam diameter normal to the axis, in
turn, is dependent on beam width. Both resolutions are also dependent on the location relative to
the transducer.

In the theoretical development in this thesis the transducers are assumed

omnidirectional.

In the axial direction resolution is a measure of the instrument's ability to separate the echoes
from reflectors which are closely spaced along the ultrasound beam axis. The time duration of
the pulse is an important since the overlap and addition of the contributions of two displayed
echoes determines whether the resulting interference effect will be resolved into two reflectors or
one. With a sharper or shorter pulse, the reflectors can be distinguished at closer proximity to
one another. This requires broad bandwidth, low Q transducers, where Q is defined,

Q = f(1-71)
Q
2 f fwhere

f,

is the center frequency of the transducer

f2 - f, = the bandwidth

f 2 and f, are the frequencies above and below fo, respectively, where the vibration
magnitude is 0.707 times the maximum magnitude (- 3 dB).

With the Panametrics transducers used in the studyf, = 5.3 MHz and f 2 - f,= 1.12 MHz
resulting in Q = 4.73.

The precision with which the pulse arrival can be measured is determined again by the pulse
shape as well as the gain, dynamic range, and bandwidth of the receiver. Unfortunately, there is
an associated cost with broad bandwidth transducers when the media is dispersive.

The

fundamental problem is that the stress wave contains energy spread over a wide spectrum, and
the higher frequency components are dissipated with distance more rapidly than those of lower
frequencies. The issue proves most problematic when reconstructing using the transmissionattenuation modality.

The bandwidth of the receiving system must also be taken into account. If the receiver had zero
bandwidth centered about the center frequency of the transducer then the dispersion problem is
eliminated. Such a system would be unsuitable for any pulse-echo techniques because of the
corresponding infinite pulse stretching. An infinite bandwidth receiver, on the other hand, is
optimal in terms of range resolution but again suffers dispersive effects as well as a poor signalto-noise ratio [Wells, 1969].

A compromise is to make the bandwidth of the electronics

sufficiently wide such that the limiting factor in terms of bandwidth is the transducer component.
While pulse stretching due to dispersive absorption and finite system bandwidth certainly
degrade range resolution as well as precision, in most systems the lateral resolution causes the
greatest difficulty. The lateral resolution is dependent upon the width of the beam, the narrower
the beam at the point in question, the greater the lateral resolution at that point. It should be noted
that the axial and lateral resolutions are highly spatially variant.

Chapter 2
Experiment
2.1

Apparatus

The hardware involved in the experiment included the following:

Techno MAC 100 Modular automatic positioning controller
Techno Mechanical Gantry System
Panametrics 5052R ultrasonic pulser/receiver
Metrabyte CTM-05 timer board
Signatec DASP 100 data aquisition board
Northgate 386, 33MHz computer

Lor

Transnitter

Platter

Stepper Motor

Figure 2.1 Overall hardware setup and connections.
Two Panametrics Videoscan Immersion Transducers (V310-SM) were used in the experiment.
The cylindrical transducers have a circular face of diameter 6 mm and length 1.25 inches. The
frequency response shows a peak at 5 MHz falling off to zero below 2 MHz and beyond 8 MHz.
An exploded view for the platter mechanism as well as the transducer locations and motions is
shown in Figure 2.2. As is shown, the transmitting transducer is stationary while both the
receiving transducer as well as the bowl rotate about their central axes. One of the major
difficulties, to be discussed later, is the alignment of these two axes.
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Figure 2.2 Experimental setup.

The Signatec DASP100 data acquisition and signal processing board allowed very fast complex
waveforms to be easily recorded. The digitizer's specifications included:
Voltage Range

: 0 to -2.0 volts

Resolution

: 8 bits

Signal to Noise Ratio

: >45dB (DC up to 10 MHz)
38 dB at 40 MHz (typical)

Sampling Rates

100

: 00 MHz,n = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
2"

With a 16 bit digital signal processor, the DASP100 can be operated in continuous, pretrigger,
and burst modes. Controlled by the TMS320C25 DSP operating at 10 MIPS, the board also
provides 256 kbytes of signal memory.

The Panametrics Ultrasonic Pulser/Receiver model 5052R was implemented as a broadband
pulse generator. The pulser section of the instrument generates short, large-amplitude electric
pulses of controlled energy, which when applied to the V310-SM transducer, are converted into
short ultrasonic pulses. The voltage signals produced by the transducer which represent the
received ultrasonic reflected pulses are amplified by the receiver section.

The rise time for the 5052 pulser was less than 10 nsec (for 50 ohms damping and #1 energy
setting) and the available pulse energy was 14-94 y Joules adjustable in 4 steps.

With a

damping range of 10-250 Ohms, the maximum pulse amplitude was -220 Volts into 50 Ohms and
-300 Volts into 250 Ohms.

When set in receiver mode the 5052R allows for amplification Voltage Gains of 20 dB (xlO) and
40 dB (x100). With an input impedance of 500 Ohms, the signal can be attenuated from 0 to 68
dB in 2dB steps.

The 5052R and the DASP100 are synchronized by a strobe signal from the MetraByte's CTM05's timer board. A multi-function counter-timer and digital I/O expansion board for the IBM
Personal Computer, the CTM-05 provides five 16 bit up/down counters, a 1MHz xtal timebase
with divider and separate general purpose 8 bit TTL input and output ports. The CTM-05 uses
an Advanced Micro Devices AMD-9513 system timing controller integrated circuit for all
counting and timing functions.

A mechanical gantry - the Modular Automation Controller or MAC 100 manufactured by Techno
- consisting of four stepper motors allowed for control of both transducer linear and rotational
movement as well as imaged object rotation. The motion controls for the MAC100 were written
as macros in the C programming language. The Northgate computer controlled all the interaction
and timing between the boards and controller.

2.2

Center of Rotation Alignment

In order to assure proper orientation of the transducers it is necessary that the platter axis of
rotation precisely lines up with the receiving transducer axis of rotation.

In addition, the

distances from the transducer faces to this common axis of rotation must be determined
precisely.
To measure the distance between the transducer face and the center of rotation, the following
procedure was used.
1. A pin/needle was inserted vertically into the approximate center of rotation of the
platter.
2. Using only the single transducer configuration, a pulse was emitted and the ensuing
echo received, in order to gauge the distance between transducer and needle.
3. The platter was stepped through an angle of 5.6250 and another pulse was emitted
to determine needle distance again.
4. Eventually the platter rotated through one complete rotation, with depth data being
collected at each step. The needle depth follows a sinusoidal path as the platter
stepping continues as seen in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Distance from transducer to center experiment.

5. Along with the diameter of the needle, the maximum and minimum depth distances
are used to determine the distance between the transducer and the center of rotation
as follows:

R = (r
R
where

n

+ 2d)+ rmax

(2-1)

(2-1)

2

R = actual distance from transmitter to center of rotation
r- n = minimum distance recorded from transmitter to needle
rmax = maximum distance recorded from transmitter to needle
d

= diameter of needle

and r

nd rmax are determined from the time of flight and the velocity of

propagation through water (1480 m/s).

The same information must be collected for the receiving transducer. The receiver however also
rotates about its own axis. To ensure axis alignment, the maximum and minimum depth data is
again used to determine receiver distance from center of rotation.

Again a single transducer

configuration is used, however in this case the transducer (receiver) is rotated while the platter
remains stationary.

After the receiver distance has been determined for any one particular receiver location, the
receiver is rotated 900 and the receiver distance to center of rotation is again determined. This
procedure is done two more times so that 4 distance to center measurements are taken. With
these 4 measurements (taken 900 apart) the receiver stepper motor itself can be translated to a
new position by the MAC100 in order that all 4 measurements of R will be the same. At this
point the platter and receiver axes are aligned and the final step is to adjust the receiver position
radially to ensure its radius of rotation matches that of the transmitter.

If the distance between transducer and center of rotation (where the objects to be imaged will be
placed) is 3 cm, the total travel distance for the ultrasound is 6 cm assuming a needle is placed
near this center. For a propagation velocity of 1500 m/s the total flight time between echo
transmit and echo reception will be time =

0.06m

1500S

= 40ps. Using a sampling frequency of 25

MHz

the

number

of

samples

until

the

echo

first

appears

corresponds

to

(25 x 106) x 40ps = 1000 samples. It should be noted that there exists an assumed equivalence
between distance (measured in meters) and travel time (measured in either seconds or samples).
This equivalence is a result of assuming a constant propagation velocity so that the two
parameters (distance and time) are interchangeable.

As the sample length for each particular sweep has been preset to 1024 samples, the elapsed time
before first needle echo reception (1000 samples) and the total sampling time (1024 samples) are
quite close. If the single transducer was set to receive immediately after emitting the ultrasound
pulse, only 24 samples of the that echo would be picked up. This problem is easily circumvented
by placing a software controlled time delay between the emit and receive modes of the
transducer.

2.3

Multiple Transducer Data Acquisition

The object to be imaged rests in a large glass platter/bowl. In the center of the bowl lies a clay
fixture into which objects of interest (needles, turkey hearts, etc.) can be rigidly inserted. The
bowl is filled with water to reduce the impedance mismatch between the carrying medium and
the imaged objects. The transmitting transducer sits approximately 5 cm away from the center of
rotation of the bowl in the water, and is aimed toward the bowl's axis of rotation. The
transmitting transducer is rigidly fixed in space as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Multiple transducer setup.
The bowl itself sits on a platter which is controlled by a stepper motor. When this platter rotates,
different views of the object will be illuminated by the transmitter. The receiver sits at the same
distance (5 cm) from the imaged object and is free to rotate about an axis which is aligned with
the platter's axis of rotation. Again a stepper motor is used to control the rotation of the
receiving transducer about the imaged object.

At the onset of data acquisition, there exists an offset angle of 22.50 between the transmitter and
the receiver. A pulse is emitted by the transmitter and the echoes recorded at the receiver. The
data is sampled at 25 MHz by the Signatec D/A boards, recording data in 1024 byte chunks. The
MAC100 then steps the receiver through fourteen counterclockwise 22.50 increments about the
imaged object (taking data at each new receiver position) so that at its final position, the receiver
again lies at a 22.5 degree offset from the transmitter.

As the receiver homes or rotates back 3150 clockwise to its initial position, the platter (and
bowl) rotates 5.6250 clockwise so that the pulse emitted by the transmitting transducer impinges
on a slightly different location on the object. The process of receiver rotation repeats itself with
the transmitter illuminating a different spot on the object of interest until the receiver homes

itself again along with the platter's corresponding rotation. Eventually the platter rotates through
the entire 360 degrees. At this point all the data has been acquired for the run and the data
acquisition is over for the multiple transducer experiment.

The object has now been insonified at 64 equally spaced angles and at each angle the echo is
received at 15 different receiver positions. In total, then, 960 projections (64 x 15) are taken.
The total elapsed time for data acquisition in the manner described above is approximately 55
minutes.

As the receiver arm is rotated, enough time must be allowed for any mechanical

vibrations of the arm to dissipate before another pulse can be emitted and received.

2.4

Single Transducer Data Acquisition

When only a single transducer is used for data collection, the only motion that takes place is the
platter rotation. The transducer that was used previously as the receiver can now be taken out of
the experiment, as the transmitting transducer now also acts to receive the echoes as seen in
Figure 2.5. Of course only those echoes reflecting normally from the object will be captured in
this data collection process.
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Figure 2.5 Single transducer setup.

After ultrasound echo emission and reception, the platter rotates by 1.4060 clockwise and another
echo sample is taken. After 256 rotations the entire object will have been mapped out so that in
the single transducer case only 256 total projections are taken.

2.5

Reconstruction

After the data has been collected for all the different transducer locations, the process of back
projecting the data back onto image space begins. Image space itself has been defined by the
1024 sample length and the delay used for capture. Thus the maximum image space itself can be
only 512 x 512 samples (31 mm x 31 mm) in size. In order to reconstruct the reflectivity at any
given point in the object, the particular circle (single transducer) or ellipse (multiple transducers)
upon which the object point lies must be determined. The geometry for a single transducer
acting as both the send and receive locale is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 Single transducer geometry

In this experiment, the circle (centered at the transducer face) upon which the point under
reconstruction lies is determined by calculating the distance d as seen above. Mathematically we
have the following:

cos(8 -

)=

12 = r cos(8 -

d 2 = (R- 12 ) 2

and sin(O-

)= r

) and 1, = r sin(8 - 0)
+

12

d=p(q,r,)= R 2 + r 2 -2Rrcos(-)

(2-2)

The calculated value d is then used to determine which particular array value of the A scan
(which is 1024 samples long) will be used as well as which circle to backproject or smear this
value upon. As the transducer moves to its next location a new value of d for the point under
reconstruction will be determined. The reflectivity value for that location will again be smeared
back along a new circle constructively interfering with the reconstruction point. As the process
continues the point is eventually completely imaged.

For the case of the multiple transducer configuration there exists a slightly different geometry. It
is now necessary to determine which ellipse the particular point under reconstruction lies upon.
The total delay for the signal to travel from transmitter to object point to receiver now has two
components d i and d 2 as seen in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 Multiple transducer geometry.

In the above geometry di represents the time delay between the transmitter location and the point
under reconstruction.

Correspondingly, d2 represents the time delay from the point under

reconstruction to the receiver. Mathematically, we have

d , = R2 +r2 -2RrcosO-6

(2-3)

d2 =

(2-4)

R2 +

where for d2 we have

2

- 2Rr cos(y - 0)

R
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Figure 2.8 Exploded view for multiple transducer geometry.
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+
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))+ r2 cos 2

-

- 2Rr cos(yI

-

=

d22

) + r 2 sin 2 (

-

) = d22

) = d 2.

In this setup d = d, + d 2 is used to select both the index in the array echo as well as the ellipse
upon which to backproject the data along. As before, the multiple projections (i.e. multiple
transmitter/receiver locations) are used to coherently reconstruct the image point.

At this point there are two equivalent possible approaches toward reconstruction.

1. It is possible to work with a particular pixel, adding the contributions from each
subsequent scan. Using this procedure, reconstruction of the next pixel does not
begin until all the contributions from all the scans for the first pixel are summed.
(i.e. the next pixel is not touched until the previous pixel is completely determined).

2. The other logical approach would be to work with a particular scan, determining its
contribution to every possible pixel. In this second approach the next scan is not
touched until the previous scan is completely finished with.

The first method was employed in this experiment so that reconstruction was performed pixel by
pixel. As described previously the total delay from either the single transducer or the multiple
transducers has to first be determined. As the location of the transducer(s) is always known for a
particular scan, the distance or delay from the transducer location to the pixel in question can be
determined.

Chapter 3
PSF Computer Simulations
In judging the theoretical resolving power of the elliptical backprojection algorithm that has been
developed, it is instructive to look at the point spread function generated through various
simulations.

The point spread function from a theoretical standpoint has been developed

previously and now the PSF will be examined from a more qualitative standpoint. Specifically,
the reconstructed image for a point reflector with various simulated properties will be examined.
The parameters that were varied in the simulations in order to demonstrate reconstruction
algorithm robustness included:

1) pulse shape (simulated impulse response from a point reflector)
2) location of point reflector in image space (distance to center-axis of rotation)
3) error in radius of rotation approximation

By changing the pulse shape, the simulated impulse response from a point reflector is altered to
determine its effects on the reconstructed PSF.

True impulses, simulated second-order

responses, and rectified responses with varying degrees of ringing were used in order to
reconstruct the images of the given theoretical point reflectors.

By changing the location of the simulated point reflector it was possible to examine how
dependent the point spread function was with respect to proximity to image center.

The

locations included the true center of rotation (0,0), one of the corners of the image space
(-128,128), as well as a randomly selected location (22,53).

The last parameter varied was the approximation for the transducer's radius of rotation. Though
the actual radius is known for a given simulation, it is instructive to see how incorrect values for

radius affect the image obtained using the back projection algorithm. The determination of the
true physical radius of rotation has been described previously and is input into the backprojection
program using the parameters, sample_ offset and center.

Sample_ offset corresponds to the amount of time (in samples) between pulse emission and
receiving-transducer data collection. This parameter may be varied, depending on the distance
between the transducers and the object.

As only 1024 samples are taken, sample_ offset

ensures that the object echo data is captured within this 1024 sampling window. Center is the
parameter such that the following equation holds:

center
Radius = sample_ offset +
2

where again radius has been determined experimentally and sample_ offset is known.

It

should be noted that the experimentally determined radius may not be the true radius of rotation
due to measurement errors as well as assumptions on propagation velocity. It is just this type of
incorrect radius calculation which is being investigated in this particular parameter variation. In
the software simulation the calculated radius does indeed correspond exactly to the true radius.
By changing the value of center, then, an error in the radius of rotation can be simulated.
It should also be noted that any error in center will cause a corresponding error to occur in
radius which is half that of center. In other words a 3 sample error in center will correspond
to a 11/2 sample error in radius.

In the simulations, the radius of rotation was made to be 47.4 mm (the same as the radius of
rotation in the actual experiments) with a sampling rate of 25 MHz, so that radius was forced to
790 samples (assuming c=1500 m/s). The simulated data had a sample_ offset of 1000 built in
(delay of 40 ps ) such that the correct value for center is 580.

Figure 3.1 shows the five different pulse shapes or impulse responses from point reflectors used
in the simulation reconstruction. The responses ranged from impulses, to second-order impulse
responses with varying damping coefficients, to actual needle data.
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Figure 3.1 Pulse Shapes used in PSF simulations.

The presentation of the PSF images in the simulations section is such that a brief description of
the reconstructed PSFs occurs before the images themselves.
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These descriptions contain

information about the backproj ection parameters used in addition to qual itative/quantitative
comments about the images themselves.

Figure 3.2 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.la, a true impulse where y(t) = [...

0 0 50 100 150 200 150 100 50 0 0 ... ] with the pulse centered at location 580 ( i.e.

y(580)

= 200 ).

The reflector was located at the center of the image space (0,0) and there was

no error in the radius estimate (center = 580). The reconstructed point is distinct though there
exist three increasingly duller, concentric circular artifacts about the reflector position. It should
be noted that this response is physically unrealizeable, not only due to its pure impulsive nature,
but also because as the reflector is located at sample (1000 + 580), the first non-zero echo should
be located at y(580) whereas in the data array the first non-zero echo is located at y(577) such
that it represents a noncausal system.

Figure 3.3 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.la

The reflector was located at the

center of the image space (0,0). There is a 2 sample error in center (center = 578) which
corresponds to a 1 sample underestimation in radius (radius is estimated to be 789 as opposed to
the correct value of 790). The image of the reflector point is now larger with the bright center
spot roughly doubled in diameter. The circular artifacts are also larger and perhaps somewhat
brighter.

Figure 3.2

Figure 3.4 :
0 0 200 0 0

Figure 3.3

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.lb, a true impulse where y(t) = [...
... ]

with the pulse centered at location 580 (i.e. y(58O) = 200

).

The reflector was

located at the center of the image space (0,0) and there was no error in the radius estimate
(center = 580). The reconstruction is a sharp pinpoint, although again surrounded by just the
slightest bit of haze.

Figure 3.5 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.lb. The reflector was located at the

center of the image space (0,0). Center = 578 so that Radius is underestimated to 789. While the
underestimation in radius is marginal (0.13 %) the effects are quite significant. The center is now
a dark spot surrounded by three increasingly weaker halos.

Figure 3.6:

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1b.

The reflector was located at

coordinates (-64,64) in image space (the upper left hand corner of the image). Center= 580.

Figure 3.7:

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.lb.

The reflector was located at

coordinates (22,53) in image space. Center = 580. While the size of the bright pinpoint seems
the same, the cloud surrounding the pinpoint has grown slightly in size.

Figure 3.4

Figure 3.5

Figure 3.6

Figure 3.8:

Figure 3.7

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1c, an artificially

decaying

response y(t) = [... 0 0 200 200 -50 -50 15 15 -3 -3 0 0 ... ] with the pulse centered at location

580 ( i.e. y(580) = 200 ). The reflector was located at coordinates (0,0) in image space. Center
= 580. With a response signal that allows for negative echo readings, the image looks fairly sharp
with the characteristic cloud ring effect.

Figure 3.9:

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1c. The reflector was located at

coordinates (-22,53) in image space. Center = 580.

Figure 3.10 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1c. The reflector was located at

coordinates (0,0) in image space. Center = 579 so that radius is underestimated to 789.5. While
the underestimation in radius is slight (0.06 %), the effects are again extremely noticeable. The
bright center is replaced by a very tiny dark spot surrounded by an extended bright circle.

Figure 3.11:

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1c. The reflector was located at

coordinates (-22, 53) in image space. Center = 579. Interestingly, the center remains bright as if
the off-centered location of the reflector somehow negated the effects of the incorrect value for
center. However, the spot is now of greater extent.

Figure 3.12 :

Figure 3.8

Figure 3.9

Figure 3.10

Figure 3.11

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1d, a simulated second order impulse

response with transfer function H(s) =

2

150000
10s +800s+100000

The reflector was located at coordinates

(0, 0) in image space. Center = 580. The image is that of a dark center surrounded by a bright
circular cloud. Examining Figure 3.1d it can be seen that from y(580) until y(585) the echo
data rises in magnitude so that the brightest spot will not be y(580) but y(585), this results in
the characteristic darker center.

Figure 3.13 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1d. The reflector was located at

coordinates (22,53) in image space. Center = 580. The dark spot seems smaller as does the
bright surrounding halo. In addition, the edges of the bright halo seem less sharp.

Figure 3.14:

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1d.

The reflector was located at

coordinates (0,0) in image space. Center = 578. The error leads to a much enlarged dark spot
(approximately three times the original dark spot diameter).

Figure 3.15 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1d.

The reflector was located at

coordinates (22,53) in image space. Center = 578.

Figure 3.12

Figure 3.14

Figure 3.16 :

Figure 3.13

Figure 3.15

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.le, which corresponds to the actual

reflection data from a single needle. The reflector was located at coordinates (0,0) in image
space. Center = 580. Again looking at Figure 3.1e we see that the data actually goes negative
immediately after y(580) so that the center is neither the brightest nor the darkest spot in the
image. The large amount of oscillations and the high frequency involved (relative to the artificial
point response data used) lead to the many circles with very sharp/distinct bands.

Figure 3.17 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1e. The reflector was located at

coordinates (22,53) in image space. Center = 580. The banded image has become less distinct
as the location has been changed off center.

Figure 3.18 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.le. The reflector was located at

coordinates (0,0) in image space. Center = 578.

Figure 3.19 :

The pulse shape corresponded to Figure 3.1e. The reflector was located at

coordinates (22,53) in image space. Center = 578. Again the concentric circles have lost their
sharp edge.

Figure 3.16

Figure 3.17

Figure 3.18

Figure 3.19

The reconstructed point spread functions show that for an echo waveform that looks like a true
impulse (Figure 3.1b), the reconstruction truly looks like a pinpoint as it should (Figure 3.4).
As the point response has more and more ringing, the PSF can be seen to form more distinct
oftentimes larger concentric images centered at the reflection point.

While the limited contrast (16 levels of grayscale) makes comparisons more challenging, certain
conclusions may be drawn from the simulated PSFs, nonetheless. It is clear that the location of
the point of reflection makes only a minor difference in terms of PSF clarity. Again for the point
response that looks like a true impulse, Figures 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7 show that the point source
location does not affect image quality to any great extent. The major contributing factor to image
degradation seems to be an improper estimate of the radius of rotation. For even minor errors in
transducer radius the effects on image reconstruction are clearly damaging. When the error is as
small as 0.13% or 0.06 mm (for an underestimation of 789 samples versus a true radius of 790
samples) the effects are an artificially enlarged image point and concentric circle formation about
the reflection point see Figure 3.5.

From examining the echo waveform and the simulated PSF for a point reflector whose reflection
is that of an actual needle (Figure 3.1e and Figure 3.16), it is clear that the location of the edge
of the needle may not necessarily correspond to the brightest pixel edges in the image. Due to
the increasing and then decreasing signal oscillation amplitude, the brightest pixel spot lay some
12 samples or so away from the actual initiation of the response.

Chapter 4
Results
A variety of objects were imaged, including single and multiple needles, objects formed from
clay molding, various sized turkey hearts, as well as a seedless grape. The needles were chosen
as an imaging benchmark upon which the resolution capabilities might be at least qualitatively
measured. With their distinct shape as well as their relatively small size, the needles were placed
in close proximity to one another (within approximately one diameter separation) in order to
determine resolving capacity of the elliptical backprojection method.

While the distinct cross-section of the needles provided a measure of resolution, the nature of the
object allowed for little transmission/penetration beyond the outer shell. A more malleable
material (Elmers-Tack Adhesive Putty) was also imaged as a contrast in object material
properties.

A turkey heart of diameter 3 cm was also imaged to see if any internal structures could be
visualized in a an actual biological specimen. Finally, an image of a red seedless grape was taken
as well. The high water content of the flesh of the grape was thought to be a good candidate as
far as allowing a significant amount of signal transmission through the grape.

In both the acquisition as well as the post-processing of the image data, a variety of parameters
could be changed. These parameters included

1) radius of transducer motion
2) image size
3) gray scale quantization

echo rectification
number of receiver projections
number of receiver projections
number of transmitter projections
number of transmitter projections
offset
offset

The radius of transducer motion extending from transducer face to axis of rotation could be
altered, depending upon the size of the object being imaged. In almost all the experiments this
radius was kept at approximately 47.9 mm.
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Figure 4.1 Radius of Transducer Motion

The image size varied from 128 x 128 pixels (which corresponds to 7.68 mm x 7.68 mm at a
sampling frequency of 25 MHz assuming a velocity of propagation of 1500 m/s), to 256 x 256
pixels, to 512 x 512 pixels (30.72 mm x 30.72 mm) depending on the physical object size. The
viewable areas for the three image sizes are shown in the Figure 4.2.

LIZ
Figure 4.2 Actual image reconstruction sizes.
(128 x 128, 256 x 256, and 512 x 512)
The number of grayscales available with which to reproduce the image was also variable. On the
Northgate computer only 16 different levels (4 bits) of gray scale were available, but on other
systems images with 256 levels (8 bits) were available.

In backprojecting the image data, rectification was sometimes employed whereby all the negative
echoes were inverted after subtracting out the zero offset. The reasoning behind rectification was
the fact that 'negative reflectivity' does not make intuitive/physical sense.

Figure 4.3 shows a representative full-wave rectified echo for a straight out and back echo
capture off of a single needle (single transducer used as both receiver and transmitter).
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The number of projections used was also varied in the backprojection process. As the angle
between the transmitter and the receiver exceeds 900 it is questionable whether the imaging
mode is reflection or rather transmission tomography as seen in Figure 4.4. With this in mind,
the data used for backprojection included only that data up to and including receiver positions
that had no more than a 90' separation angle from the transmitter.

Figure 4.4 Receiver/Transmitter Positions Used
in reconstruction process.
The number of transmitter projections also varied from 32 to 64 to 128 projections.

The

projections were altered by changing the step size of the platter rotations from 11.250to 5.6250
to 2.810.

Finally, the offset or the delay between transmitting the ultrasound pulse and receiving the
resulting echo could be altered, depending on the size of the object. Essentially the offset
ensures that the entire echo from the object will be captured within the 1024 bytes of data being

sampled at 25 MHz. For a given radius of transducer motion, the smaller the object, the larger
the offset could be made.
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Figure 4.5 Offset.

In Figure 4.5 above, the minimum distance between a point on the object and a point on the
circular receiver path corresponds to half the maximum allowable offset so that,

offset[samples] = offset[m]f

where c corresponds to the propagation speed of sound in water (approximately 1500m/s) and
f corresponds to the sampling frequency (25 MHz). Obviously this distance corresponds to
only half the maximum offset as the pulse/echo needs time to first travel to this point of
reflection and then to travel back to the receiver.

The above geometry corresponds to the

situation of single transmitter/receiver; however the multiple transducer situation is a simple
extension of the above.

The presentation of the images in the results section is such that a brief description of the images
occurs before the images themselves.

These descriptions contain information about the

backprojection and/or filtering parameters used, in addition to qualitative/quantitative comments
about the images themselves.

4.1 Sewing Needles
A comparison was made through the imaging of three needles of diameter 0.76 mm (0.03 in) that
were spaced approximately 1 diameter apart (see Figure 6) using both the single transducer
circular backprojection and the multiple transducer elliptical backprojection methods. Using the
single transducer, the platter was rotated at 1.410 increments for 256 total projections. Figure
4.1.1 shows both the actual image and needle sizes as well as the reconstructed image size.

0 0
0
Actual Size
Viewing Size
Figure 4.1.1 Actual and Reconstructed Image Sizes.

Figures 4.1.2 through 4.1.7 exhibit a comparison between using the circular versus the elliptical
backprojection algorithms in the imaging of three 0.76 mm diameter needles spaced
approximately one diameter apart.

Figure 4.1.2

Circular backprojection from 256 unrectified projections of needles. Offset =

1000, center = 595. The 128 x 128 image is shown with 16 levels of grayscale. The surface of
the needles are not very clear in their outline, in addition, there seems to be some type of ghostimaging artifacts cris-crossing between the needles. The volume of space in between the needles
seems to show some type of object or interconnection when in actuality none exists. This type of
cross patterning was also seen in the circular reflection tomographic needle images of
[Gudbjartsson, 1992].

Figure 4.1.3

Circular backprojection using rectified data for projections. Offset = 1000,

center =595. The 128 x 128 image is shown with 16 levels of grayscale. The image is clearly
not nearly as sharp upon rectification. The edge and therefore size of the needles is no longer
distinct.

Figure 4.1.4

Elliptical backprojection from 15 receiver projections for every 1 of 64

transducer rotations (960 total unrectified projections).

Offset = 1000, center = 595. The 128 x

128 image is shown with 16 levels of grayscale. The outline of the needles is much clearer
compared to the circular method of backprojection.

Figure 4.1.5

Elliptical backprojection from 15 receiver projections for every 1 of 64

transducer rotations (960 total rectified projections).

Offset = 1000, center = 595. The 128 x

128 image is shown with 16 levels of grayscale. Again a degree of 'fuzziness' is introduced into
the image. Compares favorably, however, to the rectified circular image.

Figure 4.1.6

Elliptical backprojection from 8 receiver projections for every 1 of 64 transducer

rotations (512 total unrectified projections).

Offset = 1000, center = 595. The 128 x 128 image

is shown with 16 levels of grayscale. Only data taken up to a 900 separation angle between
transmitter and receiver was used in the backprojection. Both background and edge seem to be
cleaned up although transducer ringing seems to have caused a second larger concentric circle
about the true needle boundary.

Figure 4.1.7

Same as Figure 4.1.6 except the data has been rectified. The cleanest image of

the three rectified data reconstructions, though still poorer in quality than the unrectified data
images.

Figure 4.1.2

Figure 4.1.3

Figure 4.1.4

Figure 4.1.5

Figure 4.1.6

Figure 4.1.7

Figure 4.1.8 shows the progression of the reconstruction process using an increasingly greater
number of projections under the elliptical algorithm. The series of images, then, allows one to
see "snapshots" of the progression of the reconstruction process. The parameters used in the
backprojection were offset = 1000 and center = 595. Only data taken up to a 900 separation
angle between transmitter and receiver was used in the backprojection. Below each figure are
the number of transmitter locations and receiver locations used.

The first figure (8,1) uses the elliptical backprojection process to reconstruct data taken from 8
receiver projections and only 1 transmitter location (8 total unrectified projections). In this
manner only 1 face of the image was insonified, while the echoes at 8 separate locations were
taken. From the image it is clear that the pulse signal is too weak to penetrate and form the
image of the far side of the needle.

The second figure (8,5) shows the backprojection from 8 receiver projections and from 5
transmitter locations (40 total unrectified projections). The near edge is becoming clearer with
the ringing effect already apparent after insonification of a 280 arc of the image.

The third figure (8,10) shows the backprojection from 8 receiver projections and from 10
different transmitter locations (80 total unrectified projections). A 560 arc of the image has been
insonified in this image.

The fourth figure (8,20) shows the backprojection when a 1120 arc around the needles has been
insonified. At this point it is clear that the space between the needles can be imaged quite
cleanly.

The fifth figure (8,40) shows a 62.5% completed image in terms of how large an arc about the
needle has been insonified. The image itself looks quite complete already, without having to
finish the last 150 of insonification.

The last figure (8,64) again shows the completed image.
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Figure 4.1.8 Reconstruction Progression.
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Figure 4.1.9 Varying the radius parameter.
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The images corresponding to Figure 4.1.9 on the previous page come from a new set of needle
data. In this case the transducer radius was shortened to 720 samples (43.2 mm) versus 797.5
samples (47.85 mm) used previously. This series of images shows the dependence of the image
quality on the calculated radius of transducer motion. Since the actual physical radius cannot be
calculated to infinite resolution, it is instructive to qualitatively view how this inaccuracy affects
the images. This examination was performed previously for the simulated PSFs and is now
performed using actual image data. The radius used for each image is written below. Again, the
images are formed from elliptical backprojections from 8 receiver projections for every 1 of 64
In this set of experiments offset = 1000

transducer rotations (512 total unrectified projections).

then of course radius varies as well). The

while center varies (and since radius= f,+cen

128 x 128 image is shown with 16 levels of grayscale.

The next group of needle images uses classical inverse filtering of the echo data before
reconstruction.
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Figure 4.1.10 Filtering signal, signal to be filtered, final filtered signal.
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Figure 4.1.10 shows the filtering signal, a sweep signal to be filtered (one of 960 possible
sweeps), and the filtered sweep signal. The filtering signal came from an experiment where a
pulse was emitted from one transducer, reflected off a single needle, and received at a separate
transducer where there existed a 22.50 separation angle between transducers.

Figure 4.1.11

Classical inverse filtering of data. The radius for the experiment was 716

samples (offset = 1000, center = 432) with 256 levels of grayscale. The objects being imaged
were the three needles once again. As is apparent from the picture, the ringing of the transducer
is somewhat alleviated by the inverse filtering operation.

Figure 4.1.12 Same as Figure 4.1.11 but only using data up to the 900 separation (i.e. no
transmission data).

Figure 4.1.13

Same as Figure 4.1.11 but rectifying the data as well. (The rectification was

performed after the inverse filtering operation).

Figure 4.1.14

Classical inverse filtering of data using a different filtering signal. In this case a

pulse was emitted at one location and received at the same location after reflection from a single
needle. The radius for the experiment was again 716 samples (offset = 1000, center = 432) with
256 levels of grayscale. The object being imaged was the three needles once again. Again the
ringing or multiple concentric circles has been mitigated.

Figure 4.1.15

Same as Figure 4.1.14 but only using data up to the 900 separation (i.e. No

transmission data).

Figure 4.1.16

Same as Figure 4.1.14 but rectifying the data as well. (The rectification was

performed after the inverse filtering operation).

Figure 4.1.17

Interesting image showing the results of having the transmitter radius different

than the receiver radius. The difference in radii is less than 20 samples (1.2 mm). The image (this

time of only two needles) shows the importance of having the same radius of rotation for both
transmitter and receiver. Only 4 bits of gray level were used.

Figure 4.1.18 Upon pouring fresh water into the bowl, tiny bubbles will often form all over the
needle surface. These bubbles can be seen in the image surrounding the single needle. Actually
the surface of the needle cannot be seen because the large acoustic impedance mismatch at the
water/bubble interface causes the vast majority of the signal to be reflected. Offset = 1000, center
= 595. The 128 x 128 image uses 16 levels of grayscale. All 960 projections are used in this
elliptical backprojection.

Figure 4.1.19 Same as previous image except only data up to the 900 separation are used.
Again a number of small bubbles can be seen on the order of 0.2 mm to 0.3 mm in diameter. At
least two bubbles can be clearly seen running along the top section of the needle cross-section.

Figure 4.1.11

Figure 4.1.12

Figure 4.1.13

Figure 4.1.14

Figure 4.1.15

Figure 4.1.16

Figure 4.1.17

Figure 4.1.18

Figure 4.1.19

4.2 Elmer's Putty
The next large grouping of images come from data taken of a stick of Elmer's Tack Adhesive
Putty. The putty is a soft clay-like material measuring approximately 8 mm x 6 mm with a
trapezoidal cross-section.

The images were all created from the same set of data, only the

backprojection parameters changed. All images are 256 x 256 in size and use 4 bits of gray level
quantization (16 levels). The radius used was 797.5 samples ( offset = 1000, center = 595).

Figure 4.2.1

Reconstruction from all 960 projections. The outline of the image is fairly clean

although the background shows a pair of large artifact rings.

Figure 4.2.2

Reconstruction from all 960 projections with data rectification.

While the

background ringing is no longer an issue, the clarity of the outline is lost. Interestingly, the
corners of the object become pronounced.

Figure 4.2.3

Reconstruction from data up to a 900 separation angle. The edges have lost a

slight degree of distinctness but the background ringing is completely gone.

Figure 4.2.4

Reconstruction from data up to a 900 separation angle with data rectification. A

much sharper rectified image as compared to using all 960 projections, the edges are more
defined. Again the corners show up most pronounced.

Figure 4.2.5

Reconstruction from all 960 projections.

Center has been changed to 590,

effectively changing the backprojection radius to 795 samples. The image shows slightly less
clarity relative to center = 595, particularly in imaging the lower left corner of the Elmer's Tack.

Figure 4.2.6
center = 590.

Reconstruction from data coming from up to a 900 separation angle.

Again

Figure 4.2.7

Reconstruction from all 960 projections.

Center has been changed to 597,

effectively changing the backprojection radius to 798.5 samples.

The image shows

approximately equal clarity as when center = 595.

Figure 4.2.8

Reconstruction from data coming from up to a 900 separation angle.

center = 597.

Figure 4.2.1

Figure 4.2.2

Figure 4.2.3

Figure 4.2.4

Again

Figure 4.2.5

Figure 4.2.6

Figure 4.2.7

Figure 4.2.8

4.3 Turkey Heart
Figure 4.3.1

Reconstruction of a 3 cm diameter turkey heart with a needle stuck vertically

through its approximate center. Offset = 1000, center = 595. All 960 projections are used. The
512 x 512 image uses 256 levels of grayscale. While the surface of the turkey heart cannot be
seen, the needle is quite apparent, indicating that enough signal transmitted through the
water/flesh interface to image deeper structures. The size of the turkey heart may not have fit in
the viewable area. Furthermore the area that was imaged had a high degree of curvature which
may have caused the echo data to be reflected up and out of the plane of the transducer rotations.

Figure 4.3.2

Same turkey heart with reconstruction from data coming up to a 900 separation

angle. The background is cleaned up and a bit of internal structure can be seen. In addition to
the clearly visible needle, there seem to be two additional boundaries centered roughly about the
needle. It is also unclear whether the outlines are artifacts from the needles or are actual tissue
boundaries.

Figure 4.3.3

Rectified turkey heart data from all 960 projections. Upon rectification most of

the internal structures has been lost. The fact that the reflectivity of the needle was so much
greater than that of the biological tissue may have contributed to the lack of tissue visualization.
The algorithm takes the maximum and minimum returned echo signal (reflectivity) and linearly
maps the gray scale level to reflect the relative signal amplitudes at each pixel location. Thus if
one pixel location has an extremely high reflectivity (the needle boundary) it tends to weaken the
local contrast between pixels of lesser reflectivity (tissue boundaries).

Figure 4.3.4

Rectified turkey heart data with 900 limit. Again the internal structures can no

longer be seen after rectification.

Though the outline of the needle is clearer relative to

rectifying all 960 projections, the loss of background 'noise' actually makes it more difficult to
visualize any other internal structures.

Figure 4.3.1

Figure 4.3.2

Figure 4.3.3

Figure 4.3.4

4.4 Red Seedless Grape
The next group of images are of an unpeeled red seedless grape placed with its long axis parallel
to the axis of transducer rotation. The 17 mm diameter grape was kept stationary by fixturing its
tip into a mass of clay molding material. The fixturing was done such that none of the molding
material interfered with the imaging process (i.e. the clay did not lie within the imaging plane).

Figure 4.4.1

Reconstruction of a 17 mm diameter red seedless grape. Offset = 1000, center =

595. All 960 projections are used. The 512 x 512 image uses 256 levels of grayscale. The
cross-section of the grape is clearly visible. It is unclear as to whether both the water/peel as
well as the peel/grape boundaries can be seen in the image.

Figure 4.4.2

Rectified grape data from all 960 projections. The grape cross section can be

seen quite clearly though the background has a fair amount of noise associated with it.

Figure 4.4.3

Rectified grape data with 900 limit.

A clearer outline than using all 960

projections, the image background noise has been cleaned up considerably. The thickness of the
outline seen may correspond roughly to that of the peel although this can in no way be stated
conclusively.

Figure 4.4.1

Figure 4.4.2

Figure 4.4.3

Chapter 5
Conclusions
The imaging technique using multiple transducers with a backprojection algorithm based on
elliptical rather than circular families of constant delay has shown to be very promising. The
computer simulations for the point spread functions of various simulated point responses look
sharp although it is clear that the ringing produced in the transducer causes multiple concentric
rings centered about the point in question to appear. However, as this ringing appears to only a
much smaller degree in the actual images themselves, it might be thought that the random nature
of the locations of the point reflectors in a real object tends to cancel out the ringing to some
degree. Therefore while less transducer ring is certainly desirable, either the algorithm itself or
the nature of physical objects tends to reduce the problem of transducer ring.

The simulations also revealed the strong dependence of image quality on accurate radius
assessments. Even minor errors in radius led to poor PSF reproduction. The PSF point reflector
images no longer were distinct pin points but instead became circular halos of various sizes when
errors in radius were introduced.

The software inputs to radius came in the form of the

parameters sample_offset and center. Since sample_offset is set and controlled easily in the form
of a data collection delay, center becomes the parameter of great importance in setting radius.

Beyond simulations, the images reconstructed from various objects show considerable detail.
The multiple needles, Elmer's putty material, and seedless grapes show a clear outline of their
cross-sectional boundaries. While the perimeter of the turkey heart could not be visualized, some
of the internal structures (particularly the needle buried within the heart) could, indeed, be seen.

The turkey heart itself was on the order of the largest viewable area given a sample array size of
1024. Thus its perimeter might lie beyond the image area. Another possible reason the outline

of the turkey could not be seen was the oblique nature in which the ultrasound reflected off the
top of the turkey heart. The narrowest cross-section of the turkey was near its top or bottom and
so it was at this cross-sectional location that imaging took place.

Unfortunately, at these

locations the turkey took on a natural funneling or tapered shape such that near its top the
specular nature of the reflection may have caused most of the signal to reflect above the plane of
the transducer motion. This oblique reflection was also a problem with imaging the needles and
is described in detail later in this section.

A final possibility for the lack of the turkey heart perimeter image lies in the way in which the
echo amplitude is backprojected. The algorithm finds and normalizes the entire data set with the
global minimum and maximum echo amplitude (in terms of voltage back at the transducer face).
The gray scale level is then linearly mapped to the relative signal amplitudes (reflectivity) at each
pixel location. In this manner, one pixel location with an extremely high echo signal can
dominate the rest of the image, weakening any local contrast between pixel groups of lesser
reflectivity. Two methods to deal with this problem include 1) using some sort of non-linear,
perhaps exponential mapping of signal amplitude to gray scale level and 2) breaking the image
into sub-images and performing local max/min normalizations.

The comparison between circular versus elliptical backprojection in the case of the three closely
spaced needles would tend to indicate a validation for the multiple transducer configuration.
Specifically the ghost/cross-patterned artifacts observed when the transmitter and receiver point
coincide seems to be cleared up by using the second transducer to receive echoes. It would seem
that the benefits obtained from the additional echoes/data of the multiple configuration outweigh
the sacrifices in the Xosp Rayleigh resolving capabilities derived in 1.4.3.1 and 1.4.3.2.

However, increasing the amount of data by using multiple receiver locations seemed to have a
limit after which the auxiliary data seemed to become a detriment to image clarity.

Again

looking at the case of the three needles, it was evident that using the data corresponding to
receiver/transmitter pairs where the angle subtending the pairs exceeded ninety degrees actually
reduced resolution and clarity. The sharpest images were borne from backprojections where data
gathered beyond the ninety degree limit were actually discarded.

At some point the data

gathered from projections near and beyond the ninety degree limit corresponded to transmission
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as opposed to reflection data and so actually degraded the reconstruction of the reflectivity
function.
The classical inverse filtering techniques also showed promise in reducing the amount of ringing
in the transducers. The images of the needles no longer showed the second larger concentric ring
about the actual needle boundary. Since the transducers were shown to be highly directive
(Figures 1.4 to 1.8) in nature, a different filtering signal might be used at each receiver location.
In the triple needle comparison between the two methodologies it should be noted that while the
total number of backprojected data was less by a factor of two (256 to 512) for the circular
versus the elliptical projections (using the ninety degree separation angle limit), the total number
of insonification angles was greater by a factor of four (256 to 64) in favor of the circular. In
other words there were four times more platter rotations for the circular, but the fact that the
receiver is moved to various locations makes for a greater total number of data points with which
to backproject.
One source of potential error in the imaging process specific to the needle arrangement included
the fact that if the needle was not perfectly vertical during the imaging process, both the amount
of reflection at various insonification angles as well as the imaged radius could be affected.
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Figure 5.1 Needle Skewness
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From Figure 5.1 it is clear that if the needle is set at an angle 0

from vertical then the

backprojected image diameter is altered from the actual physical diameter such that,
image diameter = -

true diameter. Furthermore

the signal may

no longer

propagate within the plane of the transducer
motion, but can instead be obliquely reflected either above or below the plane.

The elliptical backprojection process proved just as effective on the imaging of softer objects
such as the Elmers Tack Adhesive Putty. Again the image obtained proved sharpest when data
beyond the ninety degree limit was eliminated.

When the A scan data was rectified the images lost a considerable degree of clarity. The noise
added to the image by signal rectification caused the edges of the objects to become considerably
blurred. In general the crispness of the image was lost.

In an industrial application of this imaging procedure the transmitter and receiver stepper
rotations would be replaced by a circular array of transducers as in Figure 5.2. In the present
setup the data collection procedure takes up to 55 minutes for all 960 projections. Moving the
receiver to 15 separate locations and waiting for vibration in the pivot arm to subside for each
projection takes far too long for many real world applications. Furthermore, in the experiment a
platter on which the object was positioned had to be rotated in order to illuminate various faces
of the object. In many practical situations the item being imaged cannot be moved in such a
manner.
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Figure 5.2 Circular array of transducers.
By replacing these mechanical rotating parts with a circular array of transducers, these
acquisition-time issues could be resolved such that real time images might be attained. In the
above figure, the active transmitting element would send out a pulse. The ensuing echoes would
then be received at a subset of the remaining transducers (perhaps again up to the 900 separation
angle). The next transducer would then serve as transmitter and so on until the object had been
illuminated by each element in the array.

In addition to resolving these time issues, both the accuracy and alignment of the transmitter
radius and receiver radius would be settled. Both parameters were of extreme importance in
ensuring image quality. Figure 4.1.17 demonstrated the need for both transducer distances to be
the same while the PSF simulations indicated the need for accurate values of radius (compare
Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.5 for example).

With the circular array, pulse steering methods could be employed to achieve various focal
lengths and beam widths. By selectively choosing a transmit pattern that is different from the
receive pattern, grating lobe and side lobe effects can also be reduced [Smith, 1995].

The variety of applications for this method of imaging include medical imaging (particularly
symmetrical soft-tissue objects such as the human breast), non-destructive evaluation (NDE), and
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material property characterization.

For NDE and material characterization the ultrasound

intensity and frequency can of course be increased tremendously, depending upon the particular
application, to attain both higher resolution as well as deep structure imaging.

5.1 Recommendations
Additional areas for further research using the multiple point send/receive reconstruction
techniques include the following:

*

determining an optimal number for receiver step size (22.5" was used in the
experiment),

*

looking further into signal massaging and filtering,

*

determining an optimal maximum separation angle between receiver and
transmitter ( 900 was used in the experiment),

*

incorporating data from single point send/receive ( i.e. a combination of the
circular and elliptical methods),

*

finding a way to incorporate the transmission tomographic data (possibly
doing both a reflection and transmission reconstruction of the image as a
way of self checking),

*

utilizing transducers of various frequencies, particularly the optimal pulse
frequency P"op (v) =1 VI rect( -)

*

derived earlier,

using local max/min normalizations or non-linear gray-scale mapping to
keep single pixels from dominating the overall image and thus improving
local contrast.
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